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London, July ir.- - A dispatch to a
San Salvador, July
15. Saturday
ew York, July in. Mrs. William
news agency from St. Petersburg says night the Salvadorean army again at- Thaw
was prohibited by the prison
tacked the Guntemalean forces at
that Q ene ral Keilov f the headquarplatanar and obtained a complete vic- rules from visiting her son, Harry
ters staff was murdered in the park tory
over Uhom, the Guatemalans suf- Kendall Thaw. In the Tombs, but it
ai Peterhof on Saturday. His asso.il-afering a loss of 2,000 men killed, was announced that she will see him
used a revolve
three shots were wounded and prisoners.
some time tomorrow, probably In the
tired which were all effective.
The GUatomalean army, which inThe
murderer was a well dressed man.' Ho vaded Honduras by way of Santa Ko, afternoon.
It will be the
flrst
meeting of
was repulsed by the Honduras army.
was arrested but has nut been identiand son since the tragedy on
Honduras is now making common mother
fied.
the Madison Square roof garden when
The ease is regarded as mysterious, cause with Salvador.
Thaw shot down Stanford White. Mrs.
i' Oeneral Koxlov was nol connected
Thaw
returned from Europe yesterwith any political a Citation. The mur- CARRERA WILLING IX)
NEGOTIATE FOR PEACE day,
derer, who is believed to lie a social
Mrs. Thaw Is stopping at the Hotel
Panama, July 16. United States Lorraine.
revolutionist carried a photograph "t
N'esbit Thaw, her
at Guatemala City daughter-in-la- Where Mrs.
Which he gated attentively before the Minister Combs
has been making her
tiring, as if comparing it with General and Minister Merry at San Salvador, homo since Harry Thaw was arrestKoslov. It was a photograph of Gen- have approached respectively PresiThere was a conference in the
dents Cabrera and Escalón in an en- ed.
eral Treooff
older Mrs. Thaw's apartments lodav
deavor to reach an agreement between at which Clifford
W. Hartrldge, who
Guatomaln and San Salvador. Presi- has become chief counsel for the prisSOLDIERS ORGANIZE TO
dent
Cabrera informed Minister Combs oner since the latter's unexpected disGO OVfSB TO IlKVOM "HON
he is willing to enter into negomissal of the law Arm of Black,
st. Petersburg July 16. At a mol- that
tiations
for peace provided the United
Gruher and lionynge, was presthirty Slates government
ing held today at Gatchina,
guarantee
will
that
Is not
ent. What was transacted
miles from St. Petersburg, attended by further hostilities against
Guatemala
known and Mr. Hartrldge 'declined
the .soldiers of three of the guard reg- will cease.
say
to
what changes, If any,
iments, an officer addressed the men
Secretary of State Paeon afterward
were contemplated in the Une of deon the subject of a soldiers union, on Assistant
Saturday
Instructions to fense.
which Is being organized. He pointed Messrs. Combscabled
and Merry to renew
In speaking of the case today. Mr.
out that the league was democratic their efforts to establish
a permanent
Hartrldge said that while he realized
nod wns being organized for the pur- peace between Guatemala
San Thaw was in an "awful hole." ho did
and
pose of guarding the constitution and Salvador.
not believe that any jury would ever
it'' onal Instittl
for establishing
convict him of anything.
army to com
lions, arid to pr '
JR OF UNITED STATES
"I fool as sure of that." said the atover to the people when they were
MEETS FAVORABLE esponsf? torney,
"as I do that I am standing
ready and armed for resislnnce. The
Washington. July in. Both Guate
I wouldj stake my soul on It,"
soldiers received the speech with much mala and San Salvador have accepted hero.
to making this statement
applause, and 'showed an eagerness to the tender of good offices of this gov- Mr.Previous
that for
join the union, which Is already strong, ernment looking to the settlement of yearsHartrldge hada explained
he had boon personal and even,
In southern and southwestern Russia-- their difficulties.
This Information is an intimate friend of Thaw and it
Siberia, the Caucasus and Turke stan. conveyed in official dispatches receiv- was as such
he originally was
The meeting was the first step towari ed at the slate department today from called into thethat
ease.
like American diplomatic representa.."Izotlou in this locality.
leading up to the
reasons
As to the
tives in Guatemala and San Salvador decision on the part of Thaw to dist PPER, AXI) LOWER HOUSES
announcing that the two belligerent pense with the services of Black.
AttHEK ON FAMINE REL1EP Countries have availed themselves of
e
Gruher and Bnnyngo, Mr.
The coun- the tender of the good offices of the
SI. PeterVhurg, July 1"said he could not speak at this
without
omalt-e'acceptance
to
meetUnited
looking
States
their
cil of the
time. He added:
amendment on .Saturday of the par- ing each other in a conference having
"Judge Olcott Is a personal and proliament'! hill fon Iho appropriation1 of in view the adjustment of their dif- fessional friend of mine and it would
ST.MHi.iUhl for famine relief, came as ferences, a cessation of hostilities and not be fair to him or to Harry to talk
;i surprise,
but has occasioned tli" the bringing about of peace.
about that phase of the case until I
greatest jubilation in the lower house,
shall have had nn Interview with
as It is regarded as a vote of lack of CABRERA'S SECRETARY 1MHiS
Judge Scott. I expect to see him toEARLY.
FIGHTING
BHD
OP
FOR
confidence in the C.oremykin ministry,
morrow and get from him the results
July
16.
The
New
York,
Associaton the part of the upper house. While
of his work of the last two weeks or
following
ed
ttio
of
received
Press has
many speakers In the council
the
more."
secGramajo,
private
from
of
Leocadio
adoption
empire really favored the
Mr. Hartrldge then said to the reretary
president
to
Cabrera,
Manuel
they
porter: "I want a full and frank unthe cabinet's recommendatnns.
derstanding with the men who are gorecognised that it would be a fatal of Guatemala:
'It Is possible that the efforts of ing to follow this case for the newsmistake for the council to antagonize
papers I wish first of all that nobodv
the' lower house In the present crisis. President Hoosovelt to secure peaceMoreover, those on the inside who ful settlement of the difficulties be- shall he misled and that no stories
Salvador detrimental or untrue as to either
were aware that the negotiations be- tween Guatemala and San any
moside shall got Into print and he credtween the government and the consti- mav result successfully at
ited to counsel for Harry Thaw. As
tutional democrats were entering the ment."
It Is, many stories have been printstage, were naturally Influenced
tin
INVASION
ITS
TERRITORY
OP
ed thai have hurl the case in the
by .the coming events.
HONDURAS INTO FRAY minds of tho public and friends of
According to tonight's reports ail
Mexico City. July in. It Is now both persons most concerned In the
questions of principle involved In the
of SalAll that wo want is truth.
art'.iir.
chungo of ministry have boon resolved known that ConcealIn ltcgaldo
ex.
upon, and now It Is merely a matter vador lost his life In a scouting his It will come out In good time."
pedition.
of
was
He
command
óf personalities.
From a suggestion made by Mr.
The emperor Isstill army on
Guatemala
of
the
border
objecting to cermln names proposed when ho resolved to explore the bor- Hartrldge, It is evident that both
Thaw and his wife are anxious to
by the constitutional democrats.
He started out make some kind of a statement for
ders of Guatemala.
Skrydloff probably will succeed accompanied
by
only
adjutant
an
and
among
the late Vice Admiral Chouknin is a small escort when he came unex- the new chief counsel said thatwas
one
plans he had in mind
other
eommander of the Hlack Sea fleet.
pectedly upon a body of Guatemalan providing that Harry and Mrs.
regulars, who overwhelmed his forces.
write out for him whatever
WITTF, DOITBTS STORY
Regaldo and his escort sold thev think or feel that the newspapers
OF THJEPOFF INTERVIEW General
a
dearly,
making
heroic
their lives
London, July IS. In an Interview (Ight and killing many of their foe, should know, and he would pass on
the articles and If he approved mom
Alx le Bains cor- hut
Willi the
No
they
were
exterminated.
would give them out to the newsrespondent, QOUnt Willi- doubted the ttarter was accepted. This account he
to those who
authenticity of much of General Trep-off- 's disposes of the Guatemalan report paper men. Itto Is known and
his wife
Thaw
Interview of Suly fi, concerning whleh said that Regaldo was killed In have talked
are several subjects on
there
that
In
Itussia.
conditions
the
a pitched battle.
Which both wish to sneak, but their
"Ho Is alleged to have slated," said
The battle that really occurred on lips have been sealed hitherto by

at
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diate demand for railway construction
and debris removal.
In the building trades conditions
are entirely different, Mechanics are
needed In all departments of the
building industry, particularly In the
following trades: Plumbers, electrical
workers, gas and eiectiie fixture hang-erhod- carriers, bricklayers, cement
workers, bridge and structural Iron
workers, architectural Iron workers,
plasterers, lathers, carpenters, shoot
metal workers and elevator constructors. Tho highest wages are paid to
those classes of workmen.

Ol-co- tt,

a,

X

THREE

Battleships Again in Clmmission.
Provlpcetown, Mass., July IB, The
battleships Illinois and Missouri- arrived here today from Boston, whore they
have been undergoing repair! at the
Charleston navy yard for several
Weeks, Both ships have had Important changes made in
their turr-- t
mechanism with a view of MfogUard-in- g
the officers and crow from liability
of explosions of ammunition during
gun Are.
The two battleships W'H
join the north Atlantic Heel which left
Now York yesterday.
-

KILLED DEATH DEALING

AT RAILROAD

STORM AT

Hart-widg-

CROSSING

fKl.N

daughter.

Mr. Meanly and his children, accompanied by Max Rubin, 11 years old,
were driving when struck by a Manhattan Beach express. The father and
son wore Instantly killed, and the girl
died within a few hours. Rubin wis
probably fatally injured.

AI-inlr-

Architects Mecl in London.
London, July lá. The seventh international congress of architects will
open at the Boyal Institute of British
Architects under the presidency of
John Belcher. It. A tomorrow and
at
here
continue
the Guildhall
through the week.

Thaw-shoul-

s

uf-co- pt

A
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ASSASSIN

MAKES FULL CONFESSION
Sebastopol. July in A former sailor
named Shetonke, who was arrested today freely confessed that he was the
Chouknin
murderer of
Vlcc-Admlr-

BAILORS REFUSE TO MOHÍN AT
MURDERED ADMIRAL
BIER
Cronstadt, July lfi. Sailors here toIn a
day declined to participate

or

requiem for

Chouknin.

Vlce-Admlr- al

m

President Al lends Church.
Oytdor Bay, July II President and
Mrs. Itoosevclt attended services this
morning at Christ church In accordance with their usual custom. Mrs. A
L. Lee, who has made frequent vlsl's
to Oyster Bay for the purpose of obtaining an Interview with the president
went to church and demanded that
she be shrvwn to a sent Immediately
behind the presidential pew. This wns
refused and she was taken to a atH
on the opposite aide of the nlsle, who e
sho remained for a short while, and
then wenl outside where she walled
until the president drove away without
making any attempt to approach the
carriage.

the same day was between General
Toledo's revolutionary army and the
Guatemalan regulan, which ended In
a ilefe.it
for the latter. The consul
geimrnl of Mexico In Tegucigalpa, the
capital of Honduras, reports Officially
that In spite of the strict neutrality
heretofore maintained by the Honduras government, the territory of that
eOUntry was invaded by the Guatemalan troops when the conflict occurred. This Invasion was an act of
0
war.
Honduras has more than
militia, mostly well armed, and
will prove a valuable ally for Salvador and the revolutionists.

their counsel. Those subjects deal In
good part with their early life and
family relations.
Mr. Hartrldge refused to give 0. hint
as to the line the defense would take.
It will be months before he will be
brought up for trial, anyway, he said,
and I do not look for trial before November or more probably December
DF.P

NAVY

i
HTMFNT

DISCOVERS HONEST MAN

Enlisted Man's Novel Beouest for Extension of liCnve.

Washington, July IB When enlisted
men of the navy apply to the bureau
INTEREST IN THE DREYFUS
CASE OX THK WANE of navigation for an extension of leave
of absence their requests nro usually
Duelist Wounded In Friday's Sword
based on the death of a grandmother,
EnomMsr W'lii Recover.
Paris, July II, Surgeons In attend- an approaching surgical operation on
ance on M. Sarrnut, who was wounded an aunt or mother, or lack of morc-on Friday In a duel with M. Pugllesl-Pnn- tl to pay railway fare back to tho shlo.
received today,
In an application
at yffte d'Avray. Issued a bulletin today, saying that their patient s however, the enlisted man wrote:
"I beg to Inform you with great
condition was considerably Improved.
The dangerous period, they say, has pleasure that my grandmother, and, In
passed, but complete repose hns been fact, all of my relatives are in the
beat of health. Moreover I have too
ordered.
The prfss continues lis comment on much money toon hand to return conthe ship. For thes
the Drevfus case, hut the Interest of scientiously
reasons I most respectfully request an
the general public Is waning.
extension of leave for ten dnvs. with
a hope that you will take Into consid
PI HE HEXDEIIS THOI'KAXDS
HOMELESS IX RUSSIA eration all of the circumstances which
I have described."
SeventylvC
Tho bureau promptly granted tho
Hundred
and
Hoiim-Rosiroioil bv Pinnies. V request, believing that It hud found an
Nlshnl Novgorod, Itussia, July Ifi.X. honest man.
Another letter received today came
Fire which broke out bore today r ig I
for sir hours hofore It was chocked from Kansas City. It was written by
girl and nddressed to
When It was finally extinguished, 270 a
houses had boon destroyed and mor "Darling, White House." The little
says
girl
her mother Is HI and she has
than 3,000 families hnd been rendered
homeless. The loss Is placed al $400,- - been obliged to, go to work In n fn- tory to support both. Her brother Si
nuo.
an enlisted mun In the navy, but m
willing to give up his prospects to re
Printers Got herlac In ntilfnlo.
Buffalo. N. Y., July IB. The na- turn to the support of the mother and
tional convention of the United Typo-theta- e slater.
The navy department has referred
of America will ronvene at Buffalo tomorrow. On Wednesday James the letter to the recruiting officer in
Van Cleave of St. l,ouK president of Kansas City for Investigation, und If
the statements are found correct the
Ihe National Association of Manufacturers, will addtefta the Typothatae young man Will be allowed to retire
from the navy.
on the subject of organized labor.

shelter today from a rainstorm under
a tree at Oak street and the Lake
Shore drive.
The Bead.
UNIDENTIFIED BOY, about IB
years old.
The Injured.
William Haupetg
c.eorge Roman.
Charles Steeling.
Joseph Steeling.
Several buildings wore struck by
lightning and Mt on Arc the most
serious damage being don. to the res- -,
of Archbishop James E. tju'g-eywhich sustained a loss of about
lib-ne-

Sin. uno.

Polite Japanese Hanged.
Honolulu, July IB Okomotu, Japan
ese, and Lorenzo Colon, a nativo
Puerto Rico, both wife murderers,
wore hanged here today. Tho Japanese, In a speech from the gallows,
begged the pardon of his home govFatal Shooting Affray.
ernment for having disgraced the naFort Worth, Texas, July 15. As tho tion and of the local government for
result of a fatal Shooting affray at causing It the trouble of executing
Midland this morning, C. C. Ward, a him. Both men confessed.
real estate man. Is
and Lije Yager of Miles station, a former neighCzar to Meet Kaiser.
bor, Is In jail, charged with killing
Berlin. July IB. A dispatch to the
er
him. The two men met on the street,
from Rial today says
and, It Is stated, Y.iger drew a revol that Emperor Nicholas will attend
ver on Ward and attempted to make with Emperor William the entire mahim stand while he beat him with fl noeuvres, lasting four days, of the
stick. In the struggle that ensued, Cernían lighting fleet near the end ill
Ward got the slick away from Yager July in the vicinity of tho Island ot
and then ran, Yager shooting him Ruegon, in the Baltic, north of the
down while he was fleeing. Ward mainland of I'omeranla, Prussia. The
leaves a widow and seven small chil- dispatch adds that the ltusslan emto ava peror, after the manoeuvres, will go
dren. Family trouble
to Darmstadt on a long visit.
bd to the trouble.

Still
HAGERMAN

ATTITUDE OF DEFIANCE

CLEANING

OUT

OLD REGIME IN PENITENTIARY

Inquires Whether United Government Special Agent Examines
Doubts Integrity and
Books of Territorial Prison Causing
of Venezuela.

Nervousness

Washington, July 13. In view of
the determination of the state department to renew Its demands upon tho
t
Venezuelan government for the
of tho American claims against
Venezuela, It is u matter of interest
lo notice the present status of the)
troublesome Issu-- s when the negotiations were suspended In March, 1101,
Por the flrst time the slate department discloses the terms of the ultimatum laid down by the secretary of
state, jnhn Hay, in his Instructions to
Minister Bowen, dated March liilh tf
selll.--men-

that

injffice

At-ar- :

"The attitude of tho Venezuelan
government toward the government ol
the United states and toward the Interests of its citizens who have suffered
grave and freueut wrongs
arbitrarily committed by the government of Venezuela, requires thai justice should be fully done, once for alL
After the government of Venezuela Anally declines to consent to Impartial
arbitration Insuring the rendition r.f
complete justice to those Injured parties, the government of tho United
Stall's may be regretfully Compelled to
lake such measures as It may And necessary to effect complete redress without arbitra tloif. Tho government. f
tho Uqlted Slates! stands committed to
Ihe principle ,.f Impartial arbitration,
which can do injustice to nobody, and
if its moderate request Is peremptorily
refused, it will be at liberty to consider, If It ts compelled to resort to
moro vigorous
moasuros. wheth r
those measures shall Include complot'
Indemnification, not only for cltisona
aggressed, hut for any expenses of tingovernment of the rnited States which
may attend their execution."
The Venezuelan answer received
March
amounted to a rejection of
the ultimatum, for it denied that Venezuela had any questions ponding with
the Unted States, and propounded the
follow ing Interrogation i
"Before giving further consideration
to Secretary Hay's note, the Vonezu
lan government slates that It must
know Whether the United Slates
the methods and integrity of
Venezuelans."
Mr. Bowen adds that answer Is unyielding and require no further ultimatum.
Perhaps the explanation
for the
rather defiant attitude which the Venezuelan government occupies to this
day, so far as ofllclal corresponden
shows, Is to bo found In a paraphrase
of a telegram from Minister Bow III
to tho secretary of state, representing
thai Senor JeaiM Paul, President Castro's private representative, who was
then In Washington, actively cultivating public sentiment in this country,
adverse to the asphalt claims, bid
cabled directly to President
Castro
that the United states government
would not answer Bowen, or If II did.
would give him conciliatory instruc
tions.

Bryan's Movement.
London. July f.. William J. Bryan
left here today. He will visit Oxford,
Stralford-on-AvoEdinburgh, Glasgow, Belfast, Cork and Dublin. Ho
will return to London July 23, aft r
which ho will go to Hawnrden, the
resiib-ncof the la(B W. B Gladstone,
In Scotland.
1

Some Quarters.

in

Special to The Morning Journal.

Santa Fc, July ió. After having
traveled extensively in foreign lands.
Miguel I. returned last evening to bis
people.
Having heard of his homecoming. Secretary Baynolds Journeyed
to Lis Vegas and a few moro of the
faithful traveled as far as Iamy to
greet their former chief and welcome
him home. Among these were
J. B. Sena and Dave White, tho
famous engineer, some of whose work
will be remembered by the citizens oí
New Mexico as long as they are obliged to pay taxes for the support of
territorial institutions.
At the local depot some of the
members of the tin can brigade wero
awaiting tho arrival of tho train to
extend the glad-han- d
of fellowship
and to assure the first member of the
order that the soolotv Is In a flourishing condition and that new members are continually being added to the
roll.
In order to call the attention of the
people In general to the fad that
.something was going on, the band ha,t
been secured at great
expense to
sound tho timbrels and heat the drum,
but for some UtUVCCOUnUble reason,
ostensibly because his wool clip needed attention, Hon. 11. O. Bursum, late
advisor in ordinary to His Excellency,
was conspicuous by his absence. He
had been confidently expected to be
here and his comlUg had been widely
heralded, but the can brigade held a
meeting last night without him. It Is
now said that he will be here some
time this week, when it Is expected
that a campaign, which shall have
for Its object the undoing of Governor
Hagcrman, Wi be planned. The. meni-ber- a
of the brto.-uluar not saying
one ii mr puDiicauou, nut they seem
to ho ( onfldent that Bursum will plan
sumo meioou or getting even with
the governor for stopping their pay.
Since the old employes at tin. penitentiary have been almost unanimously retired and have Joined the
brigade, there arc other territorial
employes who dream nlghtlv
about
sending In their applications for membership. II has been but a few days
more than throe mouths since Mr
Bursum retired from the suporin-tendencof the penitentiary, yet m
that time he has boon followed by the
assistant Superintendent, the clerk Ihe
penitentiary physician, the matron
and several of tho guards. A few of
the guards yet rernaln, bul no one can
tell how long they will slay,
the
same time the accounts al the inpenitentiary have been examined by K
who lias Just Anlshod his
labor In this connection and left h.st
night for Wasliln
I,.
i... '..
special agent of tin- government was
Wiled to make a ihorougii examination of the books at th,. territorial
penitentiary is not clear, tun it
that for some reason the
Is taking some Interest in
th..
matter. Por a week past Special
Agent Hole,, mi, has h id th.assistance
of an export accountant from
Colorado Springs. Although no report has
boon made public, the fact that some
weeks have boon spent In an examination of the penitentiary
acoonts
would seem lo indícalo that everything was not found as II ought lo
Governor Rngerman appears to be
doing thorough work as lf- goes alonK
and it is now perfectly apparent thai
no department of the territorial government is going lo escapo the closest
scrutiny and tipIncompetent or
rooked Officials, if there are any
will surely b.. separated from the territorial service.
,

.

y

-
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Bandits Hvl I '.i:: Booty.
Bussla. July in.
representative of a sugar factory while
going to the bank Saturday was wayOne t
laid and robbed of $1B,000.
PAN AMI HH AN CONGBPSS
the robbers was captured and the so
opi vs SATURDAY IN IIRA7.II,
diers shot another. The remainder of
tho band osoap'-dNearly Every country of Western
Hemisphere To Be Represented.
Senator PettW Wife Dead.
Bio Janiero, July ir. The third
Selma. Ala., July' 1. Mrs. BdUMjnd
ii an conference
will meet
Pottus, wife of IJflltad States Señalo.'
the exception
PettUS of Alabama, died at her hOIAC hoi.- July 21. With
of llalli and Venezuela all the Amer-l- i
here today, aged II years.
II
in ropubll
be represented by
Many Important subjects
are scheduled for discussion. Including arbitration,
national Isolation,
commerce development, customs nnd
consular laws, sanitation, copyrights,
railroad and the reorganization of the International bureau
of American republics.
Secretary of Statn Boot will attend
the conference during his tour of the
South American republics, arriving at
Bio Janeiro four days after the opening of tho congress.
The Amorlran delegation Is hended
by William I. Buchanan of Buffalo,
formerly American minister to Argentine Republic and afterward to Pan-amHe was a delegate to Ihe necono
congress hold in Mexico City In th
autumn of 1901.
Bus-in-

n

Nlokolaylev,

.

Pan-Ani-

.

FATAL

SUNDAY TAF T GOES TO DGWIE

AFFRAY AT

OYSTER

TRINIDAD

BAY

V

ld

Chicago, July IB, One person was
killed and four others seriously burned by lightning today while seeking

Lokal-Anselg-

i.

50,-00-

Republic

res-pee- ls

Now York, July IB. Throe persons
were killed In a grade crossing accident on the Long island Rail road company's Manhattan Beach line to New
York.
The Demi.
SAMCKL MK.WI.Y, aged 87, hotel
keoeper of Brooklyn.
SAMUEL M LAXLY,
J I!.,
hlá
son.
ANNIE MEANLY,
his

MIGUEL

-

s

the former ltusslan premier, "that the
present slartnlBje oondltlon in Russia
w:is caused by mistaken a'tlon or inaction of the government during the
last two years. He cannot deliberately
have spoken thus, because Iho policy
thus condemned wns largely shaped by
himself. His views always were f avorably considered and often carried
Ho never Indicated by his acts
out.
that he abhors the policy which heretofore ho has advocated as alone salutary. As General Trepoff Is a reasonable man.' J must decline to
his alleged public
us genuine."
Count Wilte reserved his opinion on
most of the present conditions In Bus-and refused to reply to aspersions
cast upon his premiership, saying th it
personal recriminations would be particularly harmful at the present time.
However, be dwelt on his llnaneSil policy, which he says has been "tested
severely and proved strong."

With

Honesty

Santa Barbara, Cal., July IB. w.
San Francisco, July 15. San Francisco is rising from its ashes with a Bourko Cockran. of New York, demrapidity that surprls.-- all and build- ocratic congressman and orator, who
ing Is progressing on all sides. Th" left here yesterday for Lake Tahn.-labor situation is exciting much inter- with Miss Annie Ido, his Aanoo, and a
est and inquiry and the California pro- party of friends, discussed just before
his departure, the political sdtuatloo.
motion committee, after a direful In- In
his estimation Koosevelt Is the only
vestigation and a conference with employers and employes, through the cholea for iho Republican party, and
Building Trades council, with which hé believes the president will be forcto accept another nomination.
all the building trades are affiliated ed
and the Builders' Rbcchange and the Likewise, ho thinks that Mr. Bryan is
Builders' association.
representing at this time the unanimous choice of
the employers, contractors and mate- the democratic party for tho presidenbut ho deems political
rial men has ascertained that in all tial candidate,
trades except the building trades the prophecy to he Idle, and ho would
be
surprised
to sec some vigorous
demand Is fully supplied With but one mil
exception, ordinary laborers, several democrat step from the Now York
governorship
into
the White Bouse.
thousand of such men being In Imme-

nt
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to
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Buddhist- - Confrlhrito to Christian

Trinidad, Colo.. July 15. In U
bloody battle between
exicans and
Italians In a dance hn J at Slarkvlll ',
Louis Vloncn was ill. and J, I). Bo- moro, n deputy sin ft was slabbed
but not fatally. Ti affray occurred
nt an early hour th morning after a
night spent lid driy king nnd merry
making. When! th trouble began Bo
ll the disturbance.
mero tried tnl
the resort kicked
but tho keeper
him In tho h Kid.
Shots were exchanged by tho com-bmis. Vlnncn being the only victim.
Who fired Ihe shot Is not known, but
the participants arc In jail pending
i

i

at

Secretary
Washington. July lf.
Taft left Washington this morning for
Oyster Bav to confer further with
pTMldttVt ROO se Veil regarding the establishment of army brigade posts as
well as several other matters of war
department business, which hn
lo lose up before ho enters upon his summer vacation.
Tomorrow ho will leave New York
tajr Murray Bay on the St. Lawrence
river to spend about two months playing golf and rowing, his favorite pastimes. Ho will return to Washington
before the beginning of October, but
will leave again In the course Of a
we.-or two to enter Into the Ohio
ciimpnlgn and early In November will
accompany the President to I'anamo.
do-sir- es

(

Church.
Chicago, July 15. John Alexander
Toflio. July 15. A remarkable InShl-loh
In
Dowlc sat
stance of the feeling nf the Buddhthe ynnservatnry at
house today and preached to those ists anil Shlntolsls toward tho Chriswho would listen, while his) young ri- tians Is furnished by the action r.f
val, Wilbur (Bon Vollva, luldressed a their leaders who have decided to concongregation of several thousand In tribute voluntarily toward the cost of
Ihe tabernacle. In years pcisl July IS rebuilding the Christian church which
has seen tho grand opcnlityf of the wns destroyed during the disturbances
feast of the tabernacle, which Insled In Tokio last September.
during tho entire week and wh in
Eton City was visited by thousands
Tnx Collector Short. Kills Rlmm-lf- .
T'nterSf.h
V T Tulw IK... n.
who came to see Dowle. Neither Voc
in iivonit J
tollva nor Dowle In tholr o.ldrossos
the disgrace of arrest on the charge
of
It
di fn lea Hon, Albert O'Brien,
day even mentioned the fact that
the tax
"was a feast day.
collector of this borough, shot and
The decision of Judge Lnndis to killed himself last night while the of
prpperty rights In Zlon City Is expectwere approaching
his hntwe
' tlon's shortage
ed this week,
oth sides arc sure of
approxlmutc
$4.
Ifci decision In their favor.
MM,
s
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l'i yonder amone the hill
nure sweet Air. ...... frum the
, ...
.......
'It . . , i inn iiiR
" i. u
taint of the luwer life. It Is man
heritage. There are trees whose shad-i- s
rest and life. There among the
hilla. longer linger the glry of the
sunset, and thTe firat ,ia the splendor
of the new day. Oh. brother man.
life up yuur eyes to the hills, bettil
thing are possible for you. for each

The Simple Life

of Individuals, but to nations as well.

HeGod The Real

When the pride and avarice of the
people of Babylon had led them to
they fell
this line of demarcation
hopelessly into the sea of forgetfui-nesWith Babylon's fertile valleya
anda immense wealth, she produced no
son or duughter capable of writing her
liisiory. And were it not for the story
f successes and
told by her ruins
failures In life. Would never have hem
of us.
triven the fture. Tj i went the same
way. She, too, followed thje dictates!
Do you aay this Is mi r !' Ideal'
ills
declares
sovi:m:ioTY
K
WILL LIFT UP MIX EYE. IX There is scarcely mure i han poetic
of the carnal mind it iking money her
OVER
o
Tin:
in
rivi:itsr.
god, until her commercial
TO THE HIM" WDT. Mlt.
fancy in It 11? W. II, ttiank Qo4 for
standes
VAGUE TERMS.
..ur Ideals
Without them the ra-and her almost in" 'indod wealth. 38
ROLLINS TEXT.
startled
the
had been forever at the foot of the
described by fceklel,
My Idials and visions this old
These material!
bill.
world at that tine
.
up
helped
If
Mollio-di-M.
have
until
lifted
J.
being
should
Solllc of Highland
l blessings, which
tlnl-4c- r
How (.real Toaehcr world or ours is
Show
used properly to "make the dying bed
it come near to the floor of heaven
li
liim
How
Rhine
shows
litelilco
TiMk
l4
of these nations, 'as soft as down y
itself.
Mill Is Paramount.
UlC I 'HJIIII
nillows ure.' did but add sorrow to
There was once a boy, nnd he
dreamed dreams, nnd chiseled out
their departure, win the limits wercj
Ideals, calling thim model" He wou'd
"Ood's Sovereignity Declared" was reuched.
d as thus ruling
The first verse of the One Hundred sit for days with his silly head
Let us think of
the
theme of yesterday morning's ser- today, and it will
Ip us solve the!
Hut that boy's dreams and
Twenty-hrs- t
psalm "I will lift uj
,d
by the Hev. J. M. Sollic at the "trust" problem,
mon
boys
am
and
that of the!
dn
Hut
that
dream.
was
text
unto the hill"
the
m.ne
bridging
of Highland Methodist church. The fol- "graft," which hav giren the people.,
possible
the
made
Ideals
i'f a helpful "nature r. ruion prrm
the so.is. and making neighbor of the lowing Is pnrt of Mr. Sulk's address. as much trouble nt il worry In the la
yeateiday morning at the Lead remotest acres of the solid earth.
His tag) was:
few years, perhaps is the ten plagues
"Hitherto shall thou come, but no did the people of Eg pt. The activities
Avenue Met In.. lit church by the pas-to- r.
Another dreamed and in hi d iv
Hev. J. C. 1. ill.
D. D., who dreams he saw the forces of the further; and here shall thy proud of these money gn libers have been
aid in part:
clouds harness, i! to the chariot of the waves be stayed:" Job 3S, 11.
equal to that of il e ocean's waves,
n
Ood declared His smerelgnity
to madly rushing us if :o say, we are
The simple life it the Hi h life. The Mirth, and from his dnams there
every barrier
life etapa to nature la the happy life. CMM the knowledge, by means of His servant Job, as He remonstrates termlned to break
w
In
ith him.
cause of Job's cavilling at shore, and take pow sis Ion of the
The K and th plain, the iman atid w hich, you w hisper around this glob
clever
the mountain, the valley and the and send your thoughts from the sun's against Ood, regarding His dealings country at large So these
men.
Ood answered Job out of schemers have spa d no time, labor
d
bed and with
billa ara all eloquent with the voice
risilla to its
Is
the
whirlwind,
this nor money in gettli ig control of the
anil said, "Who
of the Infinite.
all because a man had dreams and
that darkeneth counsel with words-witho- most important hip rests of the peo-th- e
The languugo of the great poeta Mjfoftertd Ideals
anknowledge?"
Ood
spider, that
Many
that
of
the Bible la forever Interlaced with
them
pie, and then, Ilk'
Cherish high Ideals
eoinmwB minar. The earth smell i.1 will be dashed to .arth. but by means swered J.b at all, is a sign of His secretly spins and
eavet her web :t
among their word and the Joy of the of some of them, you shall be able to friendship for and His mercy towarj night, and at the a ppearauoa of day
nw Biura arehe to the glory of the step a little higher toward the sum- him. Perhape the three pretend a crawling back Into the office of tlv
night as they nlng the tonga of the mit of the heart's dttln a completed friends of Job's stood by, discussing newly made web, nc watching the Icthe same subject, but there was no at- tie fly as she light on what seems
aoul. Immortal and forever timely.
met,
e lite Hie more we
The longer
her a harm ss structure, but
It does you good to look up. The tention paid them on the part of Je- to
appreciate solitude. Not that friends vision Is attractive, the bills are full hovah, because theirs was a boast 'd laughs heartily Whe a the ily under-ac- h
voices
was
leva
lovely or that human
are
claim at a kuoweldgc of Hod, that
effort at leav-i- i.
Look UD.
takes to leave that e
ew, but th expanding life of life.
re leia
without foundation, such as Ood al- lug does but fasten
r more securely
up the everlasting hills
"Far
ways treats with utter silence. Hut in to the web. So thi s. clever gentlemen
demands communion with the Fatltei
In Ood s ow n light tt lies,
of Spirit that thu largar sulf may the country toward which. In the bent Job, there was earnestness, hence Ood have secretly but w
Iv planned and
came to his r icuc. Nor were they like the spitler thev have Oeen able t t
feed ob fuod meet for Hi develop- hours of life, every man aspires.
ment.
crouch back in their offices and watch
Is a timely admonition, my peo- aware of the fact that Ood was speakTo comprehend the language of the ple,This
tin day Is sultry and the ing to Job, .setting his mind at ease, the people walk Int fi bat seemed t i
when
night and catch the meaning of the
regarding His procedure with the them at first a harmless proposition,
air Is scorching the hills are refresh- Children
etar; to know the melody of the ing
of nun. For (mi had made a hut like the snider again they have
up.
look
distopa
among
the tree
and
winds
pavilion of the whirlwind and takins laughed heartily a
ich attempt ;i
cern the rytbni of the water among
Ills servant Job up Into the secret the people at to tting OUt of their
the ruik-s- . to bear the tnlyphnny ot
chambers thereof, unfolded to him as snare, llave men locked and scorned
the foregt'a deepest silence when the
one would instruct a child the story of at the authorities o the higher courts
to talk
night Is upon the billa this
He also un- of the country in trying to rescue the
creation, its order, etc.
with God.
folded to the minds' eye, the birth of people from their awful grasp? They
The meat Teacher took his audithe sea and how the clouds wrapped have bene able to sit ack and laugn
ence to the hillside and there iavt
about It as a garment; the gateway, as they have fort il us to dance to
expression to the words forever alive
by which Its prour waves should be let the music of their banjo In the price
with truth, entering Into man's Ufe,
In and out, anil the laws which held of that which Wi cat, drink, wear.
eren his deepest being a compenIt to Us appointed bounds. 'Hitherto
have and the like Hut the time of
dium for all phases of your life and
shalt thou come, but no further: and their departure It mar at hand,
mine, even for ail the day.
here shall thy proud waves be stayed." cording to the latei
The words
When the.atorm had swept the lift
That Ood Is sovereign of this unihave a ready been written
of Peter, to gather new force for the 1MBK.SI
NO verse, and that Ha has circumscribed
LsTTERATURK,
IN
on th wall in each of their oftices
future, he aald, "I go
und limited all authority, power a id and wl be sufficiently deciphered by
H1J.HT IN ART, OHKATKST
The Psalmlat had learned the si j ret
to
as
world
pertaining
this
dominion
IN LAW.
next campaign, that the people
of recreation when he exclaims:
regards both men and tilings, just at the
will know how to vote. These gentle"I will lift up mine eye to the.
He has set bounds to the rolling and men, like the rich young ruler who
billa.
d ishing waves of the sea, is Ihe subgladly to learn
I list
I call you this morning to take
of Series of FOOT Sermons b ject that we desire to study carefully went running to Christ
must do to inherit
he
what
of
Him
A look to the hills."
"inMm
He. Mr. Cooper bb
and prayerfully at this hour. That eternal life, but on hearing tne conThe hills are the natural reservoirs
Hook."
dud has reserved to Himself the right ditions, not being willing to meet them,
waters
of the
the home
to govern thai which He has created went away, not like he came, gladly,
of the snows and at orina ftoin whence
might to be evident to every man. On but sorrowfully, not like he came,
come life and fruit for the Melds beHev. Hugh A. CbOP) pastor of the this ground, If tor no other reason, running, but laggingly, and that, too.
low.
crenever to bo so highly appreciated by
Presbyterian church, preached him cajiable of governing such
First
The bills are above us. No one ever
one of the least of these objects, his comrades as he once had been,
ating
powerfori
and
accomplished much wh toiled
yesterday a most eloquent
it
sand,
grain
of
a
as
so
not
much
because he had
ever with the muck rake. That Is ful sermon on the "Indestructible would Hot be reasonable to suppose but taunted by them, very
likely that
failed. So. too, It is
on who baa no Ideal above himself. Hook-H- ow
We (Jot It," thu first of Him capable of governing such cre- the interests of these schemers, who
Strange, isn't It, how much wisdom
Inations, it Ui also evident that for tome have been so successful in the Mat,
concerning the spiritual life of man a aeries of four sermons on thu
wise purpose the wisdom of which
will not be held up before the people
waa dlecjosed to the prisoner of Bed- spiration, origin and future of the not
easily explained that God has suf- by those who want office In the next
ford Jail? There was a man who book upon which Is based the Chrisfered the devil to wield great power campaign, as the proper Interests to
profited by aolltude. His cyea were tian religion.
which he haa
be guarded.
Hut from present Indlca-ton- s
On this theme the four sermons will by the use of that
washed from the dust of the lower
purpose of carrying on
Quit has been so.
the
for
old
"trust"
the
(I)
'Who
preached
follows:
as
be
glories
saw
the
ho
the
of
vlane until
his work ot destruction. But withall. popular In the past, that has succeedCO
Inspired."
(2)
i
"How
Wrote
ten
thousand
through
It?"
and
hint
bills
Ood has limited his power w ithin pre- ed in putting so many In office and
pilgrims since hit day, on their way to "What Is It Worth To the World?" scribed
bounds. Thus far shall tlm.i In taking so many out, will have lost"
the king's country have been stimu- (4) "A l'lea for Its Study."
We notice that nearly
Its cunnings.
Taking as his text "Heaven and go and no further. One has but to
lated and helped both In the afreets
My read the history Of the past, both 9Í all of the leading daily papers, both
But
of vanity fair and past thu cave ot Farth Shall Pats Away.
Words Shall Not I'ass Away," (Malt. individuals and nations, whose god t w is Democratic and Hepuhlican, have in
Appolyon.
not the l.oni, to see now nicy in in" r some way commented on the work of
We do well to remember that ideals Ü4:I5) Hev. Mr. Cooper said yesterwickedness ran their course, finally the llrst session of the fiSth Congress.
are frntn above the present attain- day:
Coming
d Some of them seem curious to know
to naught.
In speaking
Nearly l.UOO years have passed
ment.
The new city St. John saw was not illOl these words were spoken by PharOah'l sins tfl Moses, Ood Is repre - Just how these money powers that
"1 will harden I'll
have managed their affairs with such
They were spoken, not sented as
the product of earthly struggle, but OUT Lord.
have suffered
one oining down from 004 out of written, for the founder of our re- raho's heart," meaning to this, that H precision heretofore
work out lo themselves to gel into trouble at this
beaven. o, what a mistake we have ligion left no written message. .N'eithei would suiter Pharoab
made, how we still make it. The ideal did Hie apostles, so far as we know. the full extent his despotic cruelty. So, late date, some of them having been
We
to the penitentiary.
city, wherein dwelleth righteousness Write down any of their Master's defining the statement thus, we might sentenced
would say to this seeming inquiry,
come down from the presence of the sayings until after His death. The suy that the sin of Pharaoh's despot "Why
not examino the records from
tablet upon which the words of Jesus ism was his Own, but the power and
Infinite, not built tip from earth.
The new manhood the completed were written was the Impressible hu- courage to act It out was given hlin the eternal courts. Here we may find
satisfactory solution ot tne question.
character after which the loftiest ot man heart. Yet Ills words were not by Ood. The wicked sometimes turn a"Stand
still and know that 1 am Ood."
coward and fail to carry their Wicked
the race has struggled is the one pat- to pAta away. They were as imperishshall thou come, and no furterned after th. M m of (J.illllee., and able as if they had been chiseled Up- designs UltO effect. "The wlcksl flic Hitherto
ther; and here shall thy proud waves
Jte emphatically declared that He was on granite. Ooublloss the Disciples whan no man pursueth.' "Hitherto be
stayed."
heard essentially the same ggaatjaga shalt thou come, but no further." The
from above.
Psalmlat says, "1 have seen the wicked
Since the foregoing is true we need repeated on difieren! occasions. Takto remember that, not only the 'man ing hoid oi their minds and hearts In great power, and spreading bilñaolf
BASE BALL
on the earth haa a future, but th the word of Jesus pasaeilfrom mouth like a green bay tree, yet he passed
1
away,
lo,
not,
was
to
meeting
to
nieetinu
and,
sought
ear
he
from
and
a
far
future,
better
earth Itself has
.NATIONAL LbAGUB,
until, though unwritten, they could him, hut he COUld not be found." Her.
than its past.
At
It. H V.
Cincinnati
otulltion, never be forgotten. What a mir- od the king, "stretched forth hl Cincinnati
Th world, In Its plljrtlcal
6
2
arle In ItSalf that Jesus words were naadt" of rebellion against God and
It being transformed and made a bet4 11
ter place for the home of man, The not to pasa away. Yet .000 years His church, and killed James Ihe br Brooklyn
Batteries Kwlng and Schlel; Scai
the witness the truth of His prophecy. Iher of John with the sword, nnd beWinds lend us their force and
nnd Bergen.
leetrlc arms of once hidden gods Neither the mildew of time nor tha cause he saw it pleased the Jesus, lie ionSecond
H. H. I
utretch out their sensitive fingers to hate of men has marred His mes-s.if- proceeded further lo take i'eter also," Cincinnati (ame
ü
The Satanic powers of the when he íh smitten by an Invisible
the farthest bounds to do man's bid4
world and the edicts of cruel kings hand and miserably dies. We would Itrooklyn
ding
Hatleries Frazer and Schlci; B Sensitised plates peer far beyond have linen set against them In vain. infer from Jude 6, thut Ood has let
the retch of the most poweiful glasses Empírea have risen and fallen, the bounda and limitation! to the power ton and Bergen.
B II. R
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Invented by man nnd unfold the proudest monuments of men have of fallen angels to do mischief. Ho
4
in
of Jesus says, "And the angels which kept not Chicago
beyond w here the eye has crumbled, bul the words
Woi
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dominate their lirst estate, bill left their own Philadelphia
Chrisl still live and ay
peered.
Dug- purest
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Moran;
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The Bible deals with futures.
everhabitations,
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in
hath
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is a book for the d!i - this one day inosi enlightened utopb s of the earth. lasting chains under darkness uii'o gleby, Richie and Doetn.
his words the Judgment of the great day." NebAt St. Louis
When Jesus salw that
It II B.
of Ufe with all Its toll and hope. It
u
sufficient for this present, but n en- would never pass away he referred, uchadnezzar and Hi'lsh.izz.ii' his kins- St. Louis
7
s
hances today by disclosing future des- of course, to the message he was then man, furnish examples of how the New York
delivering. Nevertheless, his prophecy hands of rebe II Oil and pride are stay d
Batteries- - Druhot, Beebe and W.
tinies for mankind.
Man knows he has a ful re. Said was true of the Inspired word of Ood Often Just at the time when they seem Marshall; Wlltse, Ames and Bresna-han- .
IndeIs
Victor Hugo, as he was dying. I ha?t In Its entirety. Ood'e word
to destroy. Ilolshuzzar
wlthereth and most powerful
a future. I know I am the i hrysalh structible. "The grass
leemt to have reached the zenith ,f
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of an archangel." The Psalmist hut the Mower falleth away, but the word his course In revealing. With a thouVialctl the expectation of the heart of uf the iyord abldeth forever."
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Book declared "Hod mother of doubt. How many nothing
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Close to Nature

Is Rich and Happy
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INTEREST ALLOWED ON SAVINGSl)EPOSITS

s.

Controlling Power
In Human Affairs

e

THE JAFFA

THE STATE NATIONAL BANK

GROCERY COMP'Y

Itt-Y-

-

i

ty

d

i

"Good Things to Eat"

Capital Paid in
$100,000.00
Surplus and Protits 20,000.00

"Save your pennies and
the dollars will take
care of themselves."

THIS BANK OPENED FOR IUSINESS APRIL 18, 1904
We invite your attention to the following statement,
slxmi gtlic business growth of this Bunk since Its
organization.
Deposits
Deposits
Deposits
Deprslts
Deposits
Deposits
Deposits
Deposit!

I

i.-

dv-iw-

,

glory-garnishe-

The Bible Will

1

We want

a month's
business from you to

strate

Rrocery
demon-

1st That you can save mnnjy
by buying your groceries of us.

quality of the
very beat
not
and
"seconds" as sold by
others.
Sd That you save both time and
trouble by buying from us as wa
have everything in the grocery
line. The largest stock to select
from and the most complete in
every detail.
4th That our delivery system
and snlncitlng system is for your
special convenience and It is
never too late or too early to accommodate a customer.
Bth
That if cleanliness coun's
with you, you should call and
see for yourself.
That the

2d

goods we sell is the

And the Scoffer

June

18. 1900

lced-shtppe-

10.t66.2
ltt.172.tH)
31,821.82
2.750.13
169.002.80
398.320.81
S77.332.37
434,502.31

WITH AMPLE MEANS
AND UNSURPASSED FACILITIES

"
ALBUQUERQUE, N,

BANK OF COMMERCE

EXTENDS TO DEPOSITORS EVERY PHOPEK ACCOMMODATION
AND SOLICITS NEW ACCOUNTS.

ai50,aa.a.

CAPITAL,

On hand now our famous

t

Offloort
SOLOMON
W. H.

d

3. C.

STH WVBKHHIKS

and Directora:
LUNA,

Prealdenf.

RTRICKLEH.

J. JOHNSON,

W.

and Cashier.

nt

TK-KK-

life-givi-

the end of first day
the end of first week
the end of first month
the end of first tlx months
at the end of first ye.tr
at the end of eighteen months
at the end of two years

OUR FRESH

FRUIT RKPAHTMEN

f

at
at
at
at

INTEREST PAID OX TIMK DEPOSITS AT THE HATE OF FIVE
PER CfcNT PER ANNUM. SAFETY DEPOSIT BOXES FOR RENT

i

Outlive the Critic

NEW MEXICO

ALBUQUERQUE,

willjam Mcintosh.

BALDRtDOE.

A. M. BLACK

Asttotant Oat hit,

georgh arnot.

WELL.

O. E. CROMWELL.

BltCKBKHI5IKS
NUMEROUS

RED HASPHKHHILS
líOGAX BKHHIKS

BUMS

I'KACHIiS

cherries

Pears
ETC.

ETC.

VSE

IT KEETS

TAJTIfiG
TRY IT! TRY IT!

.

MEIDOW GOLD BUTTER
The Period Butter for Stint

cre-Lte- d.

met

The

Jaffa

OJV

GOOD

Qulckel it Botheof Zeleer't Cafe, and (leorsre K, Neher
of the Widie Bitpbtot. bocal Dealer

use.

Grocery Co.

RAYWOODS & ROBERTS CO.

"Good Things to Eat"
Mall

EN-

FAMOUS SHAWHAN WHISKEY

;ltAi'i:s

APRICOTS

TESTIMONIALS OF ACKNOWLEDGED AUTHORITIES
DORSE THE MEDICI NAL EFFICACY OP THE

WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTORS

Orders Filled Rama Day
as Becelved.

LAS VEGAS, N. M.

Automatic Phone 529.

Colorado Phono

B7

W. J. PATTERSON

i

MORNING JOURNAL

Livery and Boarding Stables

WANTADS
3U-S1- S

BRING RESULTS.

Albnqnerque, New Mexico

Weat Silver Avenue.

Wttft4aJt4taB

Mcintosh HaLfdwaLfe Co
SUCCESSORS TO E. J. POST

&

CO.

1

e

l-

i

.

to-d-

1

ARE THE SOLE AGENTS FOR THE

1

!

Eclipse Hay Presses
SEE THEM

I

BEFORE BUYING.

1

-

MIO-X-

;

TK-KE-

TK-KIO-

a.

HEALTH DEMANDS that your plumbing be In perfect aanltary condition.
Tills is a matter the Importance of
which cannot be overestimated.
W
make a tfpcclalty of fine sanitary pluin-blnj- r.
and arc experts In that line. Our
reputation for skill and reliability Is
second to none in the business. All
work entrusted to us Ih done In a
thoroughly
sclentlllc manner, and warranted. Our charges, too,
ure alwuys right.

Albuquerque
Foundry and Machine Works

PF-llfig- .;

1

irt

1

ms

-

R.

P. HALL. Proprietor

Iron and Braaa Caatlngt, Ore, Coal,
and Lumber Cart, Pulleya, Orato
Bart, Babbitt Metal, Columna
and Iron Fronta for Bulld-Ing- a,
Repairs on Mining and
Millln- - Machinery In Our Specialty
FOUNDRY
Eaat Side Railroad Track. Albaaaeroue

STANDARD

REFORM BIFOCUDS
--

hard-foug-

I EXAMINE THEM FREE
livery Pair of Glnteea Fitted Gur
No
anteod Absolutely Correct.
Gueaaliur
Scientific Mel hods
ONLY USED.

C.H.CARNES.O.D.

Graduate Optician
'
114 It. U. Ave
With H. Yanow

1

PLUMBING AND
HEATING COMPANY.
Colo. Phone, R 284. Auto. Phone 71
412 West Railroad Ave., Albuquerque

DoYourEyesTtoobleYou?

o

I

We carry the Finest Una at
Garden Hose In the City.

CONBINtA'
TWO SIGHTS

ON A SOLID
NOTHING TO HKBAK
OB INTERFERE
WITH THE
SIOHT.
kXX XVW ÍMANUrACTUVED

LENS.
APART

iVJBEBBER

BY

TMF--

OPTICAL CO.

Monday,

it

July

iQ

--

SANTA FE AMD SALT
LAKE BATTLE FOR

TEBR1T0

RY

'THE ALBUQUERQUE

-.

r.r the road. Aft r
shooting the round the rock will
sent tu the breaker, to crack it to thet
ballast, after which it
l"VPwr 'w
will be dumped into cars especially designed for the purpose, and transported lo the point where It Is to be useu
wiien it will Oe dumped.
The entire roadbed between Alamo-gord- o
and El la8o is to be rock ballasted, and the principal portion of
Is to come from Omgrande.

MORNING JOURNAL.

to make ballast

ff

fr

BKdJB KM t oi l
OCCURS

1

CHARACTE- R-

Sa1

i

That every ingredient must be of choicest
selection, and the brewing, fermenting,
aging and so on faultless, is told in
the taste

isio

PAGE THKEK.

CnuuJ

t

11

Our Great Clearance Sale surprising many people who
drop in just for a look. We're
aware that there are
many buyers who look upon a special sale as a fake; a
scheme, r some sort of a trick of the trade.
Peri aps they have reason for their opinion?
Been trading at the wrong store.
It's this class
buyers that are surprised to find our
bargains honest bargains, ard our goods just as we represent
them to be.

is
freight wreck out near Crosier
Thursday afternoon delayed traffic : t
vera hours, besides doinr conslder- weH
RAILROAD BUILDING RACE
i.i o.i.n.ir..' .in eompanv
property.
was a
of a head pud e,ltii.,n h- ACROSS BURNING SANDS f.vien result
a light engine and a freight
train. None of the crews were hurt.
Williams News.
But there's something else: an indec
Dramatic Struggle For
scribable element that gives to Wiener
Business of
HOW IT STICKS.
its striking individuality. In a word, it
Rich Bullfrog Mining District
Albuquerque Has Found it Hard to
is Character.
There's a most satisfying,
s .( (Ill
In Nevada,
grateful flavor that is always a distinct
Hard to bear, harder to get rid of,
Is any itching skin complaint.
Blatz quality.
Eczema or Itching Piles.
Out upon the desert wastes ol
of
Poan's Ointment relieves and cures
VAL BLATZ BREWING CO., MILWAUKEE
All itchiness of the skin.
Death valley the vultures are witnessAlbuquerque
people endorse this
ing a very dramatic tight for supremacy between the two nvul ugeneies of Jtatement:
A. M. Whitcomb. nurseryman, coriAlw3 iho Samo Good Old"Blatzi"sssssr
the Santa Fe and Salt Lake roads re- ner Eighth and Tijeras
streets, says: Stern, Sellings & Co., Wholesale
spectively, both headed toward the In my estimation
Dialers. Albuquerque. N. M. Tel. Auto. 177.
Is no ointment
rich Hullfrog country, to which ob- for the purpose there
it is used that can
that
jective their
are working in hot equal Doan's. There was a spot below
Boys'
price 50c, reduced to 25c.
haste, says-thLos Angeles Times.
my knee which annoyed me for ten lowing printing, done by said printer
The Suit Lake, which means Harri-nta- n years,
by
under
and
of
virtue
said
resolution
SANDERS AND SCOTT ARE
l
l'nlike ecicmn it did nm
Special line Boys'
25c;
viz.
Sailor
and Clark, through the ageiu v out. but at times
at 25c.
it itched so exasper- of the Las Vegas ami Tonopah
printing,
for
pB
binding,
etc..
particularly
"""t').
atter
to
I
went
Still copies of the governor's
All Children's and
Suits, 25 per cent off.
engaged with the Santa Fe rail- bed or sat by the stove, that I scratch,
way and "Uoruic" Smith, in a race of ed it until
message in Spanish, comit smarted
before
relief
position
::,026.1uti ems, 75
steel laying across the burning sands came. I tried every
Special reduction of J 5 per cent on
and Valises,
and ointment
of the desert to open to the cominero'.' I came across; whensalve
els per M
$2,26...
one did not help
press
of the world a country fabulously rfcil I bought another and applied
tor
work :'33 tokuiu
THE LANDSCAPE
Readens at SO cts. per token . .
In mineral resources.
131). Ml
ing about Doan's Ointment ItInduced
Bill
paper,
1SUU lbs. at S
for
The road to make the llrst entrv me to go to a local
druKirl.st
.
int.,
...... li i, ...ua... a, mii un;
.1...
"cts. per lb
1M.M
nrsi io esiuuiisn i box. In a few nays the ItchiiK"...ni
A telephone message from
Santa
Ulll for folding, sticking and
its connections,
is the one which will leased and the life of the part eject
Fe to the Morning journ al last night
mailing OUu copies at S cts.
nave ine advantage in the handling l eH was killed for ii to date, and it is
negro
th
it
said
Sanders,
the
convict
per copy
In. on
Musiness ol uie district. Smith has now over six months since I stopped
sent up from Albuquerque for burreinllnir
somewhat the greater number of mil a the use of the salve; there has not Hill for
glary,
who
escaped
Friday
night
from
Uill for printing house bills in
to build, but he has the advantage of been a symptom of its appearance "
the territorial penitentiary, has not
Spanish
For sale by all dealers, pries Do
6:t2.5o yet
oaving an the rails he needs, while
been captured, although GUard
me halt Like hus been delayed by cents. Foster-Milbur- n
Co., Buffalo Hill for printing council bills
is positivo that the shot he
in Spanish
big washouts and delays in delivery o" N. Y., nole agents for the Unite
CS 4.75 Homero
.'.
fifed at Sanders at Glorieta
hill
Bte
States.
(ram the milis.
the convict in the leg. SanAmounting to
Remember the name Doan's and
Smith now has eighty miles f
$4,03.7i wounded
w
is seen to fall, but when
the
We further certify that we have, ders
track laid and the Salt Lake has about take no other.
an fully examined, passed and audit- guard reached the spot he had disthe same mileage dowu.
jus't
appeared,
was
It
at dusk
and 14s
STOP AT THE WHITE BUS-'- . ed said bills; that the work for which
Atuse of lilvulry.
VIH It WAV HOME AM, charges appear therein was properly all trace of him was lost.
The building of the two Unes inJames
Scott,
the
prisoner,
federal
anil lawfully done; that
the pric s
stead of one was caused by a falling I'ltV A GLASS oe Ml XCHEXEi:-UOI51SAI BEER.
charged therefor ure those established who escaped a week or more ago,
DUt of Smith with the management of
by law, and that we have finally audf has not been captured and his present
the Salt Lake on freight charged on a
matter of
ted and approved the said bills for whereabouts is largely
shipment of ties Intended for hi.s roa':.
peculation.
Smith started out with the original EAGLE PERSISTENTLY1 RAKES payment under said council substitute
It has ( nine ami we were novor
to amend house substitute for house
intention of building a line from a
better able to entertain it.
4,
joint
id
Xo.
above
as
resolution
slat
connection with the Salt Luke to his
Trent your throat at
for
amounts
the
set
in
full
forth above.
horax mine, the "Lila C." in Death
WITH 8
UP THAT LITTLE DEAL
our beautiful fountain.
In witness whereof we have hereu
valley. When the first shipment of
to
day
our
set
16th
oi
hands
this
ties arrived the management of the
March, A. D. 1UU5.
Lake charged the full regular rat..'
W. p. MARTIN,
OF THE
on tics.
ALMANAC
Chairman finance committee council.
Smith Immediately recalled his engiGRANVILLE i'EXDLETON.
neers and outfits and moved to Ludlow
on the Santa Fe. while at the same
Chairman finance committee house.
The Santa Fe Eagle seems dispose i
Warrants to the amount of $4,03S . J
time his engineer and manager Visit,'
to be mean about
that famous public were delivered by the territorial audGeneral Manager A. ti. Wells of the printing
A
episode
In which the Almanac itor on March
o. 1U05, in payment
Santa Fe. and aminced with him en
JÍEW- Boic(i
some
months ago. The Eagl. of the abov' account.
tile building of the line, not only from
As a mutter of fact the work of
Ludjow to the borax fields, but beyond even goes so far as to actually charge
Tbc rcai insgasUsad.
O'ltlELLY'S Sl'ECLVL
to the mining camps of Bullfrog, t taut there was a neat little graft In printing the governor's
message 'n
StabinKaiid liciUiiió'l.al
tap a rich exclusive territory of the the deal at the expense of the Com- Spanish had not been done at all at
A31EIUOAN I1EAUTY
mon Geezer. The Eagle saysnicni KINU CACTUC
the time of the certification of thi
Salt Lake.
At
oi-OIL
.i
different
times
bit!,
t
pa-within the
and was not done for months dfWill Iienelit Los Angeles.
cu i i;i;y sistkks
As soon as the lines are completed leu weeks, the Eagle has called
icrwaru.
to a little matter of public
As u matter of fact there were n it
the merchant:; and jobbers qf pop AnPfOfr
MSBKUWin
geles will be given a free hand in printing in order to give the public 3,026,1,01 ems In the book.
Corner Ursr Street and Copyr Avcnut
ALBUQUERQUE
MEW MEXICt
As u matter of fact many copies of
tin Hullfrog territory, w hich up to tlo an Ideu of what had huen going on
this direction. It , ,)Ur pUrWe
were
the
present has been San Francisco's al- in
valuable
not
work
mailed
go a little more Into detail in
this mat- and have not yet been mailed by the
most exclusively, through Goldiield.
ter, and to this end we print below
sptoslto cures cutí, pSrshu, hrsiiaii ulll
public printer.
General Freight Agent Itamwell. ol one
Beer
is
id'
sen s, buTlllin.'-.- irufl lllk-- . cli ippuJ Imnii..
Jealous
the certificates in this connecAs a matter of fact it was mo'-the Santa Fe. in speaking of the de- tion.
barbed
on
wire
cuts
ann.i.ils,
Birae)
than six months after this bill was
velopment of this rich region, said la.
.
,
cud saddle Mil-- uiwiu-u- li h ml all hurta
The undersigned auditing commilti
mill before the w ork of in inlinir an
night: "I predjet for the Jobbers jf
of mar. or toast.
Los Angeles this winter a volume of of the council and the house of rep- binding the governor's message li id
At 'i'..'.:--!c 1'ic. Tk aun (1 liotilc. ti
business that they have never known resentatives of the 36th legislative as. been finished. The bill for í,fi,64
mid fci ilccurmed
or
prspsid b iba
semldy
of
the
ft,
territory
of
New
eras
was
OLMCY
simply a liberal estimate. It
Mexico
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before. The completion of the railw.iv appointed
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and
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jatii
to
Clinton,
authorized
lows,
could
act
nothing
j
have been
as
but an estilines through Bullfrog will give then such, by
drufit chujI
W. L.
CO
aUJIl'IJ-council
to
substitute
to
mate
it
impossible
is
tell
amended
for
how
u rien trade wntcn will De all theirs.
ior talc ty
substitute lor house joint res
many ems there are in a work of this
"The completion of our line from House
AND
LIVEKV.
FEED
TRANSFER
ALL
Harnwell to Searchlight, early in Oc- lution No. 4 do hereby certify as fol- kind until it hus been set In type.
STAULES
This is one of the wuys that the
tober, will afford spldndid facilities for lows: That we have carefully ex
i:TEltl'HBINa
the hills and accounts submit!-Se- laxpayets' money is expended in New
the transportation of the ores of that amined
I irrt Class Turnouts at Reason
DRVOGtStoB,
to us by the public printer of tin Mexico, and none of the organs of
great camp to the big smelter Just
the
able Rates.
comjleted at Needles, while all alona territory of New Mexico for the fob grafters will deny It.
New Phone V22.
Old Phone 2 COLORADO PHONE, Blk 93
completed at Needles, while all aim
AUTOMATIC PHONE 232
to Bullfuig, there Is a sweep of country absolutely undeveloped, but as rl ill
in promise as that of Bullfrog or Uolu-fielA
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rail-Wa-

Shirtwaists, regular
Caps at
Boys'

y,

Children's

Hats

Trunks

MANDELL

.

....

M

ri

Fine Clothing fend Furnishings

--

WHEAT BINDERS, MOWERS

The Soda Thirst

R.fekes, Plows,

Lighting Hay Press

I

It Heals

ll

Without

i

Seara

J. KORBER.

King Cactus Oil

I

The

O'RJELLY'S

.

e

that

THIMBLE

.

making Milwaukee

Southwestern Brewery
and Ice Company

-

1

& CO,

j

Pilsener Beer

1
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itAXT KMX Title LOCOMOTIVES
$OR NEW VOIt CENTRAL I.IM s
New York, July 15. Here to begin
their runs on an experimental trucU
front Highbrldge to Kingsbrldge with-Itwo weeks, two monster electric
locomotives arrived yesterday from
Scjienectady and were placed In the
new pit shed near the Highbrldge station of the New York Central lines.
Weighing each 17 5,00(1 pounds, they
are the first of the order of thirty-l- h
electric locomotives given by the New
York Central railroad to the American
Locomotive company to be deliver."!
There are eighteen more nearly completed and due to arrive here before
Sobtember 1, the day set for the opening of electric.il service on the railroad
frjni the Grand Central station to
Highbrldge on the niuln line, an
Wakefield on the Harlem division.
At the offices of Edward 1(. lvattc.
lee! leal engineer of the railroad, it
was slated yesterday that the first' One
of the 126 steel electric motor cars
for the suburban service had started
from Berwick, Pa., and would arrive
wfthln a few days. While the b
electric locomotives are to draw the
through trains to and from Highbridge
until the main line service Is finally
extended to Crotón, the motor cars,
running in live and seven car trains
together with steel trailers, art to care
Fifty-lh- e
for the suburban service.
trailers have been ordered from a Si
Louis car building company, and the
first lot will soon arrive.
Power In the first turblnc-drive- n
generator In the Port Morris poo, r
.' house, was turned on yisterday to a
portion of the Hue equipped with th"
third rail nearest the power house. AnIs
other of the turbine generators
nattily ruudy, mid before the servici
opened, the entire plant of four gen
rators. with a capacity of 40,000 iior.-power, sufficient to operate the trafile.
of the road to Crotón, will be luoper.i-tlojtThe power house In Glenwood,
of the
designed to take up one-ha- lf
burden. Is as yet uncompleted.
Capable of pulling a train of fifteen
loaded cars at a speed of more than
sixty miles an hour, the electric locomotives that arrived yesterday ure tin
first" over of.ii in this city. Io welg' .
lio.irljf half as qcuvy bh the large. t
tvne ol the New York Central strain
feet
lorrimotlve, they are thlrty-Mcve- n
long, have eight driving wheels, mtil
four truck wheels, are thirteen feett
incuts in ucigui uno ten fe.

THE ECONOMIST

Clearance of Neckwear
tSmb'd Turnovers, a large
assortment of ovar Í06
choose from; a hcautif'il
line of Eyelet BiTlb'd N t
Turnovers, hcIIIhk regularly at 10c to ISe. These
go at 4 marked prices.

Work Train Wrecked.
train was wrecked at mile
the Grand canyon road lust
was composed of two enwater cars, and a cubóos.'.
The accident was caused by a brok "ii
rail, ami everything left the truck an.
turned over except the caboose. Fortunately on one was hurt.
A work
post 5 on
week.
Jt
gines, two

--

A CI earance of

Shirtwaists

All new fresh. 1I0G styles. Long or short sleeves. Entire
sUock divided Into lots for easy choosing, as follows:

Lot No.
Lot No,

Were
Were
Were
Were
Were
Were

sold up to $1 00. Kale Price.
sold up to $1
Sale Price.
hot No,
Mid Up to SI ,50. Sale Price.
SO tu up to
Lol No.
00. Sale Price.
sold up to Jl'.r.O. Sale I'rlee.
Lot No.
sold up to
50. Sale Price.
Lot No
-- WOTa
sold up to
00. Sale i'rlee.
Lot No
Lot No. S. Were sold up to $f, no. Sale Price.
Lol No. I, Weri' sold ill) lo 19 50. Salo Price.
Lot No. 10. Were sold up to $1 L'.50. s.ii.' Price
Misses' Shirtwaists, value $1.00. Bale Price
This takes In every Waist in the house: Black Silk
Net. White Net, White Silks. China Silks. Lite
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

G.- -
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.
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IMM
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LINK
ki pasa é Houthupstern rali-ro- n
l
to entiibllsh n rock ijUHrry on
the';tll ssHt nuil south of Urogram!-'where It Intends to rxtublish u power
i'liim tu Wri
roe.k breaker,
'mi- int titUm ic to operate a quarry
4mi1tM0tjtfSJMMM.- -.
M--.-
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MI VMO

,

g

Store

Best

lf

I .SB
1.Ó0

.

o

Is Now

On and Will

Continue All of This Week

1.80
B.M

.
.

7.,-- .i

.

loo

.

Black

and

ii

Parasols

.

Umbrellas

Kcilucc'l to clean up the stoek. and divided Into lot
bers, as follows, for easy choosing.
Lot
Lot
Lot
Lol

Clearance Sale

al

LM

.

Lawn Waists.

Sale

Our

Semi-Annu-

We will demonstrate to you otjee again that die only ckarmct
of the season is
CLEARANCE SALE at the KC. MIST. A sale worthy of
the name, and one that will he attended not only by the women of this city, hut by
from the flghboring towns. It is a :ile of tlflUSUá) living OftpOrtunitieo, and
prices have never been quite so low as they are for this sale.

Valui s up to
No. H: Values up to
No. 3.- - Values up to
No. 4. Values Up to
N'n. 1.

$3.00,
$4. no.

Sale Price
Sale Price

Bala PHOO

$7.50.
$10. on. Salt Price

num-

.

8I..V
1.60
1.50

Children's Parasols likewise reduced and divided Into
si oo. 7,V- - ami 50c
lot numbers, at
i miii;i:i.i

as

size, covered with Rood
One hundred Umbrellas,
quality of Gloria! an asaorUnsnt of ten styles of handles;
best Paragon frames. These are actually worth up to
Ml no
$3.00 each. ClMtranCC Sale Price
tl-ln- ch

Millinery Uep tment Specials
Children's Sailor Ha ta at
10c
$1.00 values In t'lillflren's Cnps for
2mAll Sun BOWWlOi worth up lo 35c, at
lUc
Flowers for trimming purposes, worth up to $1. at. .2.V
Women's DucR lints at one-h4- lf
regular prices.

B0c

-

.

$2.50 to $3.50 values for
$3.50 to $3.00 values for
$5.00 to $6.50 values for
$G.0O to $7.50 vnlues for
$7.50 to $10.00 values for

It occurs, also, that wt must at times sacrifice profits to pay for the error of
Rut be the reason what it may, the bargains advertised at this store shall never
fail to lie here as represented.

That

p.

the Ecmomisl way of cleaning up
stocks, to make way
for new thinps.
That's one good reason why it Days to buy merchandise at the Kcono-misand the Economist lands ready to "show you."
is

t,

BLACK
j 1 9 n H5c Blk

'.is

Xo. 00.

No. 0.

Skirts worth up to $3.00, go at
Skirts worth up to $3.00, go at

Xo.

Wash Suits

1.

at

lot

nl

$1.50
$1.08

Skirls, worth up to $4.50, go
$a.o

No.

Wash .Suits .uid SklrU, worth up to $5.50,

K" ilt

$3.08

Xo.

Wafc Butta, Skirls and
worth up to $7.50, go at

Xo.

Cloth Suits, Wash Suits, Silk Petticoats,
Wool Skirls and Wish Skirls,
worth up to

Xo.

.

811k

Petticoats.

Taffeta at

59c

SILK SPECIALS

27 in 90c

Blk Taffeta at 59c

36 i n

f

1

Blk TaFetat 750

MAS

4.

go

at

15.50

Cloth Suits. Wash Suits, Silk 1'ettlcoiUn and
Cloth and Wish Skirts, worth up to $10.50,
5.

K"

!t

$0.50

Cloth and Wash Suits, Silk r'ottleoats, and
Cloth and Wash Skirts, worth up to $12.50, go

Xo. 8.

Xo.

We have lieen ask! by what rule a store may advertise merchandise at cost, really
sell the poods as advertised, and still thrive and prow'" stronp and great. There is no
secret it is all simple and according to sound business methods. It is also quickly
comprehended when it is reahcéJ that out of our many thousands in value of stocks we
usually advertise at extreme bargain prices only the fractions that remain from our lines
run low. It is clear that w! en we have sold at our regular fciir margin 95 per cent of a
lot in any line of merchandi-L'- . we can afford to accept a reasonable money loss on the
small lot left.

Jf
2.18
I

all are

it
We (pióte herewith a few of the many bargains.

.h

,

Covert Jackets and Ltvce
numbered as follows:

Coats,

$!).00,

you will enjoy
Shopping in the most comfortable and coolest store in town. The lowness of the prices,
too, will be real l efrcshinp.
Do your shopping early in the day. so as to avoid the afternoon rush.

--

I; IAT8

ds

Irresistahle bargains rlirotifhout the st ire, hut come to the store,

over-hmin-

lltlMMI

Clearance of Women s Wejtr- ing Apparel Evening Coals. Rain Coots

kk

Hlttl-dre-

WOMEN'S

Mt THVi;.STi:il
IVLLHT

and

.SO

Si
I. on

i

3

Brightest

THE DAjTLIGUT STORE

n'

e

Albuquerque's

nance of lioninants
aeeiiniuhi Hon of reitl- rfants of table linens from
the spring huslness nnd
sived u;i for this big se'l-Inevent. All go now at'
about one-hatheir former pries, lture bargain.
h

All

$7.S0

Cloth and Wash Suits, Silk Suits, Ilalnroats,
Cloth and Wash Skirls, Worth up to $15.00, go
7.

$0.50
No. t. itatnooata, Silk Pattieoata, Bltlrta and Suits
silk, wool ami wash worth $20.00, go at
$12.50
No. 9. .Silk, Cloth nnd Wash Suits. Silk 1'uttlcoats.
Halm-outs- .
Wool and W ish Skirts; selling regularly up to $22.50. Sale I'rlee
$lft.VA
No. 10. Silk Sultn, Cloth Suits. Vkush Suits, Silk
Petticoats, Silk or Wool Skirts; worth $26.00.
Sale Price
$10.50
No. 11. silk Sulis, Silk Petticoats, Lingerie Dresses.
Silk uid Wool' Skirts; Worth up to $S2.50. Bale
'rice
$25,00
No. 12, All Calling Presses, made of Crepe pe
CheOe, Broadcloth; and Lace Coats; worth $100.
I'rl'"
$32.50

!!

Remnant Taible Specials
Ili;re Is where your innmy will io triple duty. All
renin. ints of wool dress goods and all remnants of silk
selling up to tie the yd, go at 25c per yard.
All remnnnls of wool fábrica and all remnants of silks
selling up lo $2.00 the yd. go at 50c. tn these remnants
you will find Broadcloths, Lnnsdowne, Silk and Wool
Press Hjhrlcs that will pay you to buy and hold until you
want to use thuin.
.
.
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MORNING JOURNXE,

one would like to a a question; a I
lui'.ition which
asked Hie speaker
several years ago. and which ha led '
to a deeper study of thta subject than
would otherwise have been made. "Is
It not true that the very oldest MSS.
which we h.ivi- - of the Hlbb take uo
only to the middle of the fourth cen- tur'. and if this Is true. how can we
know that it was genuine? Was not
the formation of the M.l end New
Testament canon somewhat of guess?"
Now, passing by the internal MTV
;lenoc.
coming from the Hible itself
would Mm to answer this question
by
Other. How do we know
that Homer is the author of the Iliad?
say we haven't the original au- -

Monday. July IS. 1M6.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

u

YOUTH

FEARLESSLY TAKES

ALL CLASSIFIED APVERTISEMETtTS PAYABLE IN ADVANCE

PERSONAL PROPERTY LOAN'S.

Money toOrgans.
Loan
Horses,
Furniture. Pianos.

On

Wagons and other Chattels: also on
PROFESSIONAL.
salaries and warehouse receipts, as
low as S10.00 id as hieh as $200.00.
ATTORNEYS.
Loans are nuickly made and strietlv
one H W. D. HUYAN
private.
Time: One month to your
Attorney
at Law.
year given. Ooods to remain in
office In First Natloi.il bank build-Inpossession. Our rates are reasonable.
Albuquerque.
N. M.
Call and see us before borrowing.
Steamship tickets to and from all
PHYSICIANS.
Have
writers.
Jlible
of
the
oarts of the world.
DR. R. L. HI 1ST
Riley Edwards Rides "Little
the original autographs of lice
TUB HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO..
N. T. Arlmlio Bid
Room
As a matter of fail iln- obtest
4. Grant Bld.
Rooms 3
Tuberculosis treated with High
'SS. of Homer does not take us withPRIVATE OFFICES.
Electrical
Current and GermiOPEN EVENINGS.
seven centuries of the time he
cide. Treatments glveTi from 8 a. m. to
Powder Face" Otf Platform in
805 West Ral. road Avenue.
arrota, while the oldest MSS. of the
4 p. m.' Trained
nurse in attendance
gwspol writers take us within three
Both 'phones.
FOR SALE.
and one-hacenturies of the time
H. WROTH- -,
range;
SALIO
fine
Sheep
FRunfailing water, patented land-- ; DR. J. Physician
they wrote. Or take an illustration
and Surgeon.
CHARLOTTE ERICKSON DOESN'T
tasa,
Albuquerque. N.
from those authors whose lives wern.
county.
in
located
'J.
Sierra
Address
DR. J. E. BR0NS0N
"olitemporalinus with the Apostles
N.
M.
C.
Hillsboro.
Miller.
-.
.
raHomeopathic.
and
Horace,
RIDE BUT SAVES HER POSITION
Physician and Surgeon.
FOR SALE Riding and driving
lived In this same period. Have.
Jcitus
I
k
horses, from -! up; also buggies,
we the original autographs of these
JWoonLlIJiiHnjMek.
wagons and harness. C. V. Hunter, DR. W. O. SHADRACH
No. Nor have we a single
The blggSSl crowd of fh rífon Ir. writers?
Practice Limited
MSS. of anv of them that takes us
Broadway and Copper ave.
yes-Eve filar Mono Thrnot
I
Do we
the grand stand at Tr.o lion park
,.yond the eighth century.
Set of the new Ency Oculist and Aur'ist for'Santa
FOR SALE
Fe coast
u rd iy roared its applause when Riley therefore doubt that
these authors
mes. Ofllce 313
idopedia Americana, latest and .be.-t- .
W. Railroad av.
what is at trtbUtod to them :
bldg.
Mwnli ., nervv A ll.iiooeroiie hnv wrote
4i,
Harnett
JIT goura 9 io 12 a. m 1.30 to 5 p. Mi
Riiniii
I'hat Horac e wrote the odes and Tac
buggy. CQr.
DENTISTS
about 18 years of age, who is em- itus
FOR SALE Second-han- d
Not at all. And
his history?
saddle and harness, also nice driving! DR, J. E. KRAFT
ployed by the Monarch Grocery com- vet here is our Bible and in oui
rw...c..l
pony. W. 11. McMillion, 211 V. Gol'J
CORONADO BEACH, CALIFORNIA
',!,,. II 'Un.Mnn
pany, rode "Little Powder Face'' is hands MSS. taking us 4 o li ye ars farMl.' NI.
Rooms 15 and 16 Grant Block, over
ae.
that agile piece of horseflesh leaped ther back than those of any contemDry
the
Goods company.
Golden
Rule
Young
Furhished tents and
FOB SALE
Ver'sev
platform into the poraneous writer. Hut bec ause we do
off the forty-foo- t
A delightful place to spend your summer vacation.
cow, Automatic Phone 272; Colorado. 154.
opies we
St., Tjrth ,)f Mountain
N.
Fifth
not possess the autographic
fresh.
tank of wuter.
E. J. ALGER. D. D. S.
palm cottages for rent at reasonable tes. You may do your own cooking
Road.
Edwards made a good little bunch are asked to prove that these gospels
U
Offices: Ariml.lo block, opposite Ool.
of money out of his peí formanee, a are genuine. Were it not for the fact
Fishing,
Bathing,
f
B
".
Rule. Office hours. 8: SO a. m. to
Boating,
Music.
FOR
or you can get your meals at the restaur .nit.
Oood saddle horse, 613 den
12:30 o. m.: 1:20 to 5 o. m. Autoguárante
sum which Dr. Carver
that the Rihle contains the retort
Mfq!tte
ave.
Appointments
matic telephone 462.
of miracles this question would never
him before he took the Pap.
For information regarding rates for tt tits and cottages, railroad fares, etc.,
by mail.
FOR SALE Lot; Cheap if sold at madeOffice
did it as neatly and perfectly h ive been asked. There Is no ancient
Until
July 23.
Closed
evití
once
'24 S. Second st.
at the bus- history that comes to us with
as if he was an
iness. Be stuck to the horse when dence in Its favor as strong as that
SALE Small rancn, close in; DR. L. E. ERVIN
FOR
Dentist.
the horse hit the water, stayed with of the Bible. We need not fear that
2 adobe bouses at a bargain
If Soli
691.
H Rooms 20 Auto22.Phone
him while he did a submarine stunt the authority Of the Rihle will be Inlit once.
123 S. Third St
Whiting block. ever
and
or two, and stayed with him till It jured by an Investigation into the
drop-heLearnard
Lindemann.
and
Singer
SALK
FOR
emerged from the tank and Climbed record! from which it has been transsewing machines. 3 and 4 Grant bldg
ARCHITECTS.
out and walked over into the crowd lated. The more Investigation the
FOR SALE. Horse, buggy and har- F. W. SPENCER
amid the rest of the horses. Edwards better. Imorance as to these facts
ave.
tf
V. O. WALLINGFORD
ness, cheap. 702 West Coal
never left the saddle, or the place is the Bible's danger.
Architects.
sa
gasoline
where the saddle ought to be, and
Let us turn ac.nn to our Bible as
FOR sale A
47. Barnett duildins.
the cool daring of his performance we have it today in the American
engine, all complete. J. F. Palmer, Roomi 46 and
Both
'Phones.
If
501 N. First st.
.iroused great enthusiasm among the revision. We Hud that the bonk makes
spectators.
CIVIL
ENGINEERS.
-certain claims for itself, it claims
T.
SALESoda fountain.
FOR
J. R. FARWELL
Edwards was dressed In a bathing to have God as Its author, and as new. Through the war it has COmA
Topham.
Civil Engineer.
sun. Hi seeineci ,, j,,, v.. no difllculty xudi should In an infallible guide to It has been pierced with bullets, trail- LITTLE FOLKS DECLARE THAT WIN FIELD SCOTT IN CITY
second-han- d
Room, 23, N. T, Armilo building.
New
FOR
and
SALE
rowon
in maintaining nis se.it
(Joel's people.
"Utile
is it then a perfect ed in the blood of patriots and trampmip-'- es
Carriage
Co.
at Albunueraue
UNDERTAKERS.
tier race w rum uic noise assumed hook.' Are its pages free from or- - led under the foot of the traitor, Hut
the perpendicular and slid otr the rors and even contradictions?
Now.
A. BORDERS- FOR RENT.
IS
PLEASURE
ON
THE
WAY
TO THE
high platform. Edwards didn't have of course, there are errors in our from all of these it has been rescued
City Undertaker.
FOR It EXT Three newly furnished
much to say about the thing before- Bible.
1 would
not be surprised It and there it waves and who shall say
rooms for light housekeeping. W'it.l Black or white hearse,
5.0. Comhand, but he had evidently figured tlnre are unbelievers who have not; that it has lost anything of its power
mercial
Club
rtuildiiiB. Auto telephone
bath, electric lights, etc.; close in. Call
ALL THEIRS
out pretty accurately how it ought yet discovered them, but such Igno- and glory. What though a star Is
PENITENTIARY
316;
Colorado,
Albuquerque)
115.
red
after 5 p. m. at 213 S. Amo.
to be done. He strenuously
denies rance on the part of Christians in tins missing here and there, does it not
NewJMexic V
that he has been practising on the age of the world is hardly excusable. tell still the story Of the past and inFOR RENT- Furnished tent. IOC.
S',
Broadway.
back of a New Mexico cayuso down In this age of criticism it is better spire the heart with patriotism for
on the silvery Rio Orando. Anyhow for Christians to know that there are the present?
BREAD. PIES AND CAKES DR.
It has come to light that the three
Here Is our Hible the
The Morning Journal is still reSALE--Fin- e
thoroughbred llvpred
Foil
to any nart of the city, wed-din- ir
to
he did the dive beautifully and gave errors, and also to know where
oldest recorded history. Thousands of ceiving! various small conimunicatlons soldiers who passed through Albu- Jersey cow, age 2 Vi years, gives 2
cakes a specialty: satisfaction
the crowd a splendid exhibition of And them. The battle of the clitics limes before the invention of printing
4
querque
X.
day.
In
during
si
22
Sixth
S. N. Balllni?.
gallons
a
Albuquerque,
of
milk
the week from Port
guaranteed.
little friends
nerve.
has raged about the quest ion as to it has been transcribed by hand and from
Bakery. 207 South Fir-- street. Pioneer
Prescott, Arizona, "Were in
Miss Charlotte Erickson was there whether these errors which we find passed from genesatlon to generation. thanking us for the trouble we took Whipple,
FOR REXT Houses, furnished ail
charge of a federal prisoner named unfurnished; modern; also storerooms,
mi in.- kc "ii'i'i au ie.ci mi rise Sil- - in our oldest MSS. and whic h of
Who that knows its history will say to shoy them a gooa lime last Satver King," the tug while horse
cessity must he transferred to our that it has lost anything of its au- urday ind the Satin clay before. We Winlield Scott, a discreditable name- W. H. McMillion, real estate broker.
sake of the general who is being taken 2
a purse of $100 offered by Dr. CarW. Cold ave.
latest revision, were also In the orlií- - thority.? The old book has ever been beg of npem not to mention it.
Ihe United Stales prison at Fort
ve and placed all ready
if ihe Bible i n- - the Object Of haired and scorn by
for her. lnal autographs,
if we pleased them we did what to
FOR
RENT Nine roopi
to
bogan
Real
serve
a term Ofnlne years.
and Loans,
Mis Erickson insisted on making the vinely inspired, these error s might not the selfish and impure, but by the we set out to do and that IS reward
fill 7
dive, hut when the proprietor of the to be here. It is really a battle over' pure in heart it has ever been be- enough.
Hut anyway here's another He was guarded by a detail of I wo Modern conveniences. Inquire
Fire
Second
Insurance,
St
privates
sergeant
under
a
purfrom the
hotel where she is employed as a a question thai can never be solved.! lieved and beloved. Whatever is
little note that Is characteristic:
barracks. Scott was given six years
Waitress said she would lose
FOR RENT 'Three nicely furnish-s- .
her In as much as there is no original est in literature, noblest in art, great- "To 1he POople of the .Morning Jour- for
Bonds.
down in ed rooms. lOfi
trying
to
rob
t, est in government,
Indian
tin
position if she attempted it, sin: wa autograph on earth for us to
most blessed in its
Broadway.
nal:
tvzy. South Second Street.
He
escaped
Arizona.
prison
from
the
we
at
least,
sispresentí
men
the
of
Sirs"My
for
this
on
one
am
finally
five
mind
to
the
of
Dear
do. it, and
Influence
not
persuaded
Automatic 'Phono 338.
FOR RENT Tent furnished for
Carver was persuaded not to al- .ought not therefore to assume Ihar Hible proclaims and inspires. We ters and a brother and I Want to and was given an additional three housekeeping,
lr.
I 'OR SAIiE.
near American Lumber
years.
regarded
Ho
a
is
dangerous
as
(he
you
low It. The little lady was game, I thai original which no modern eye need have no fear for the Bible's fuyou
gave
nice
time
for
thank
12,700
CP,
Inquire
hie.
reasumí
rent
plant;
brick; bath,
Unmet ture. Changes may conic and theo- us and my stater and brother I bank mail.
however, and her record as a swim- has seen is full of errors.
cellar, electric lights cement walks,
corner of Seventh and Mountain roa
mer and diver shows that she would claimed no divinity, yet it would be ries he multiplied, bul God's word will you also. I hope you will give us
on highlands, close in.
Doctors, Lawyers and Merchants.
manifestly unfair to impute to him all abide. This old honk that for thou- another such good lime next year in
In all probability has done it as sucFOR REXT Two rooms for light $2.K.-,brick; bath, electric
Have your trade and profession il housekeeping.
1
the mistakes v.e find in his works. sands of years has been moistened by vacation.
cessfully as did Riley Bid wards.
j20
16 W. Coal ave.
am nine years old rind
lights, barn, shade trees; W. Tijeras,
The
ilrl In Red" Went through knowing as we do that bis .MSS. must mothers' tears and by whic h OUT hank you w ith my brothers and sis- journals bound. Makes them So mu'jn
room
FOR RENT Furnished front
close in.
handier for reference.
lu r usual performance and Dr. car- have been copied by hand many limes fathers have lived and loved will not ters.
.11 i
$2,1100
with bath. 414 X. Fe i urth si.
new brick cottage;
H. 8. Litligow A Co.
pass away. While there are tears to
ver ai usual gave his shootitur cxhi- - before ihe Invention of printing!
MINERVA SHIRK.
N, Btghtti st.; adobe outbuildings.
FOR RENT ROoms and board. fiOil
Bookbinders
Journal building,
.iiiiiv ica'img icnonn are ni trie be dried, burdens to be borne, sins to
lotion. It is estimated that
"A Ibiieiut cpio,
July 15."
Uinii,
4
$2,100
room modern brick cottage;
120
X. Twelfth sL
thousand people attended th show opinion mar rue original auiograpna be remitted, hopes to bo sustalnedi
.' ut ltKNT- - Furnished
CANDY Al
FEE'S HOME-MADrooms for $2.bath, electric lights; good location!
inore this will be the one book in the
yesterday, which is the last given by weie i rut: iiocii ecior. ai nasiconfers)
drinking
Caillicn
fottntabis
for
brick enttagé,' Uátli,
WALTON'S DHI'G STORE.
as in Ihe past, lowards which the
houselteepingi ts up. 117 V Silver av
the versatile Dr. Carver and hia hand- mus! have been iu them no
tilectrit! liglits; N. Seonil si.; $8r,!
hen il water cool anil they
dii lory statements.
As we study Miel sorrowing will turn for comfort, ihe IMiullry.
some horse here.
COR RENT. Furnished tent, i..oo
cash, balance on tjM al X per
For pre a.. pi and courteous treatment
discrepancies which we find in outl burdened for help. Ihe sinner for .sa- are never witiioin goon, clean supple..
VV. Coal.
tf $1,850
i
Nrlok cottage,
presen! version, many of them ml - lvation, and ail mankind for hope as Small chickens can hoi drown III It, ami the very choicest of meats you will per month. Apply 70L'
RENT,
lights, lot 00x142, in Highlands.
FOR
Three
furnished
cale at a glance that they were not Ihe medium revealing the will of God, Cnsily filled and kcpl clean. B. W. make no mistake by railing on I in
THE BIBLE WILL OUTLIVE
s. first
nu uoutn $2.100
successor to Klelnwort, 119 North Third street, or rooms for house Keeping,
brick cottage, well
In Ihe original, but have come In for the ways of earth and the grace i ci aoa-60- 1
jl3
built, n. Eighth street
Broadway.
telephoning your order in.
Clarkville I'icmIucc Co.
through ihe hand of the transcriber. of God as ihe way to heaven,
'00-foUel me Indicate some or them.
store room 14,000 Two good houses, 6 lots,
FOR REN1
shade trees, room for two more
Many events recorded In Samuel
THE CRITIC AND THE SCOFFER
on Vet Huid. avenue. Address itox
licenses; close in; N. Sixth street.
and Kings are also re ;orled in Chron138, City.
if $2,2.10
modern adobe, wen
icles, and are therefore parallel ac
FOR RENT Rooms for housebuilt, nicely finished, large grounds,
counts. In these accounts of the same
Railot
keeping,
Sixth
and
Corner
st
iloiicl
outbuildings,
trees und shrub,
number of
(Continued From Page 3, Column I.) events are to beAsfound
road ave.
hery.
FoUth ward.
an example, in
contradictions.
No modern eye has ever seen the au- Second Samuel We have the stale
FOR RENT Furnished room, t.12 $2,2oo
frame dwelling, on
corner close In, lot 70x142, fine
N. Second St.
tograph of any Hible author. Whit ment. "Ami David slew of the Syritf
shade trees,
then. Is the oldest Hible or the obiest ans 700 chariots, in the record r
modern
i'Dit itl'.NT - Kurni-liefine piece of business property for
Ms which we have- today? To
the same- even! In Chronicles we have
house; also furnished rooms. Inquire A sale.
í
I
this question
should explain the statement, "And David slew of
r.
o'clock at 914 w. Coal.
tf
after
some
good ranches for sale close to
that there are two classes of man- the Syrians 7, una chariots." Now, the
FOR RENT Storage room, B. w,
city.
uscript from Which our Bible IS Hebrews, as se know, used letters m
rtROUND IN A fllGHTGoWflTHArt
Fee, Í0Í 8. First St.
$2.600
'Ira no. There Is the Codex, which i.c their notation, in many Instances the
brick cottage, bath,
IN THE HOT, HEAVY
FOÍfl
electric lights, barn, corner lot, 60i
a copy of the Hible In the original addition of
RENT
Modern furnished
Hebrew letter would
142; N. Second street.
rooms, nun South Second st., upstairs.
language, and the Version, which is make as gnat a hange as the addl-- j
BIGToLKS AfíD UTTLL
VV. V. Futrelle.
frame, new, barn,
a translation Into some other lan- tion of a numeral In the Arabic
If $1,300
shade trees, city water, high loca-foguage. The oldest copy of the Bible
conflicting
Another Instance
.'
Pleasant
IKS
furnished
Fur
hen
To
WfAR.YOU
CAnfiffORDTo
Version,
is
The PeshRo" or old statement li found in First Kings the
rooms at SIB S. Third st.
if 12,000
frame cottage, bath.
Syriac, which dates from about Hie. fourtii chapteri We are told thai Bon
5
CLOTH
etc.; S. Arno street.
FOR RKNT Furnished rooms hy
AW.
Jmm2
A. I.
17 '1
The oldest Hible we have in onion had to, 000 stalls of horses. In
dav. week or month, also rooms 11,000
the
frame cottage, haih,
the original language dates from 110 the parallel .o count in Chronicles wo,
CLOTHES ftRZ CHEAP-- So
CHEAP
for iicht housekeeninKe
sirs, Eva
lights, close In, easy teíms'.
A. D.
This Hible is known as the are (old that Solomon liad 4,000 stalls
tf $6,eloctric
"him'nir. 113 West I.ead ave.
GOO
4 double houses,
fry
THAT Y0Ü
close In. In"Codex Vatican us," so called because of horses.' If yon look at these two:
AFfORD TO DRESS
come $S0 per month; a good InvestMAliK REIiP WANTED.
It has been preserved for centuries accounts in the Hebrew you will
ment.
Half cash, balance on time at
WaKtETÍ Big iiu ue
THE WHOLE TAWIDi.
AUKNTS
in the V im an at Rome,
it contains cover thai
iiebn w letter in- per cent.
made selling OUr trees. Write f, $2,800
both old and ne w I est. intents and cutl- counts fur (be difference, is there a
BR0W1.
BU5TER
frame, bath,
terms:1 Westc rn Nursery Co., Denva
slsts of 700 sin ets of solium about
shadow of a doubt thai Hiis mistake
lights, trees, shrubbery, lot elective
76lll2,
fool sonare. This Hible is a sac red elm to tin copyist? in Second Samuel
Fourth
ward.
treasure and is at least 1.500 years we are told Dial David in siilnluing
18 $l,3iio
WANTED
Brlghl boy
over
frame,
near
shops.
old.
Another Bible about the same Ihe Philistines look l .oon chariots and
years of age in learn the bookbinding $2,700
frame dwelling with
age- as ths Vatican Hible is known as
"" horsemen, and in Chronicles in
trade. H, s. UthgOW et Co., Journal
modern conveniences; well built S
description of the same evenl we
"Codex tflnaiticus." It was not known
bldg.
Arno st.
to exist until Ihe year 1144, and lie are told that he look 7,0110 horsemen,
Laborer.-- , native ami Money to IfMin on Cood Real Ksiale
WANTED
story of its discovery is of thrilling We must admit, of ourse, thai some
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while, and all trades supplied with
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Interest a great Oerman scholar
mistakes are structural and cannot so
on
help
notice.
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short
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to
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be
Tl.name
the
the
attributed
of
bOndOl f, who
has readily
Servant. Abraham's Employment of- Territory of New Mexico. Coiinlv of
given 0I1 entire- life to the work of Bui even since the invention of printfice, 120 W. Sliver ave., al Elite resBei nalll
In the Dlstrlcl court,
searching old libraries and monaster- ing we have learned how very easj
taurant. 'Phone .17.
M on tecum
rrusl Com nan v and Sid
ios of ihe East, was visuuik the Mon- ' it is for the copyist Pi make blunders,
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astery of st. Catherine al the foot r For example we have in existence
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Apply
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How did
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but the monks aroused hy his man- persecuted IIU- without a cause'." but
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ner, refused to sell n at any price.' ill tills Hible it reads, Printers have
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later semi forth facsimiles of the book.
Ves, llore are some errors in mr
SO CHEAP WE CAN'T UNDERPRICED
THEY
ARE
leu, incvv Mexico
Bydney
Eugene
Abel, executors
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cent
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hat,
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r.o Bible
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THE WHOLE FAMILY
thai tin- Emneror Constan.! on the sun. lint Ihe "sun still shine
a poekelbook.
f the amount to be found
.Touriliil nfflr-edue, R u- stlne had Muta in the year 331 A. and warms the earth and (Ills it with
provided by sa hi note to
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UIT IN OUR 5TORE, WORTH UP A
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ANY BOY',5
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Nollio.
The Bible has
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io,
i.,
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trust, dale, the :ire day
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WELL, TH
FOR
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re port of The Montezuma Trust Com
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Ws gfld In our American n vision.
pany and Sydne y Eugene Abel, execof men. If it is not divine there
. m- Harper and Lou Harper, h wife, to
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J. F.
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In
today,
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probate
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in
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in addition lo these two Which date strengthen Iuh own faith Is lo forsake
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EACH. AND ALL BoY-S- '
PANT
AT 40 CENT-rrom the middle of lire fourth
the 6th day of August, lOOli, has beet, Mexico Town Company
Ills hoe is md start in pursuil Of Ihe
addition to the
we have 27, whic h dale' from the crllic
fixed by the probata court as the date oty of Albuquerque,
The farther he follows the
New Mexico, giv.
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slxih century and nearly two thou- reverent critic the heller basis he will
of Ihe hearing of object ions to the en In.secure
the
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sand, all of win. h we re written from have for his faith. Ones the tires
final account of said executors and the gna for a
decree, ordering the sale of
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live to nine centuries before the
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any
objections or exceptions to discharge the
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of printing.
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In addition w,
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Then we have the writings of th' sures maelc In Ihe earth by the heal,
for
costs
of
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for
service
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publication has
back to the middle of the second cen- - Ihe fires of rlllc ism are clearing; away
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IS. L. MEDLER, Attorney for
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that unless
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on or before the Bth day of saidr.
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UMSClMi INSTRUCTION IH ItlM.
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AT FROM $25 to $150 PER LOT; $5 DOWN, $5 PER MONTH;
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The Ideal Summer Resort
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"SEETHE UNITED STATES,"
of the Southwest
included

Miss l.ylllan l.eigliton, the leading
lady at the Casino this month, tester- -
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talcs, illustrated
or write.
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Auto. Phone 626.

Patronize the Old Reliable
Company

NOTHING BUT

ICE

II
5
$11

You should plan to take

stop-over- s.

ssssssssMM

EírTfH
OAT 5

--

Jton

eral limit and
.os Angeles and return, $36.00.
San Diego and return, $36.00.
San FrancilCO and return, $45.00.
For other rates and full particulars call at ticket office. Tickets on
sale every Tuesday, Thursday and
Saturday during May, June, July,
August and September.
I

1

mm

T.

K.

PURDY, Agent.
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IS FULL OF ODD AND CURIOUS
THE WORLD
so there may still be those who have

not used the Morning Journal classified ad columns.

Again wc inaugurate this great sale under the most favorable conditions, and we expect to nearly double the selling of any previous
merchandise will be disposed of at this sale, at a great saving to you. jé
event All broken lines of seasonable high-gra-

SEARCH FOR

de

JOSE MONTANO

Men's Outing Suits, sold from $7.50 to $16.00, at
TWENTY PER CENT DISCOUNT
Men's Business Suits, sold from $12 to $27.50, blues and blacks reserved, it
off regular prices
Broken lines in Men's Shoes; $3.50, $4 and $5 grades. Sale Price
$2.50
Men's
Shirts Cluett, Monarch and other well known brands, worth $125 and $1.75, at
90c
Hats,
all
hardly
to
alike,
two
worth $2.50 $4.00. Sale Price
Men's
$1.50

All
All

.... r,
fetui DIHIIH ,yi.wHi Oul lirri'
has returned from Helen and Sabinill
after ,1 fruitlosK search ror Johc urbano Montano, formerly an employe
of the American lumber mllln and one
ol the men under suspicion for the
murder of the late Pedro Mlrahal.
dio was stabbed through the abdomen In olil Albuquerque over a week
ngo.
Montano was traed rrom lu re
to
10 sabinal, but it was Impossible
make any kind of a kik'Ss at his pre- ent whereabouts after the deputy had
thnrouRhly searched the vicinity of
Helen and that town.
...

.

EVERYBODY is INVITED VO
TSIE 8HOWEK AT THE PRKBBY-TEltlAIII IK II NEXT TIIl'RS-DAEVENING. YOU WONT NEED
AN I HBItEMiA oil RAINCOAT, Bl T
t
JfOI
liltlNti SOME I'HEFl 1.
MiTK i.i; TO 111:1, 1' FURNISH
hli-CHE-

GOOD

Jl

one-fift-

h

High-grad- e

Don't Delay Select Your Goods Today

V
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WEST GOLD
AVENUE
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THE GREAT CLEARANCE SALE

hagkkmaN,

Coventor of New Mexico.

I

that trip to California.
ou will cn- joy the change. Visit the Grand
Canyon and Petrified Forest Lib-

!?

t

I

.

Special Rates to the West

I
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e

The Crystal

we manufacture
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H W. Copper Ave
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OWy,

1'. A.,

an Antonio, Tt'ins.
MeDON Aid), A.
. I'. A.,

o
Ice

It

M . B 12 R G E R
KnipresH, "Meses It. sl," "Clold Seal."
"Itlanco," "North Star" anil "Mountain lto.se" Klour at wholenalc.
Kansas an. I Native Hay, Alfalfa,
Oats, Harley, Corn, Corn Chop, Wheat,
White and It. il Hr.Aii.
Ilex Stuck and Poultry Food.
Manhattan SbMrt ami Poultry Kood.
Crushed oyster Shells, Chicken
none, Beef ScranS), Nativo Salt and
other Stock and Poultry Food.

HTJRDOCK, P. T. Mgr.,
Mexico

I'. .IACKSON, T. F.

i

T. E, PURDY, Agent

I

I.

s

Return limit on all tickets, October 31, 1906.

I)

a.

niOKN.V Coin. Agt..
Kl Paso, Texas.

1

IT
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and full information,

i

Now is the time to lake that trip back home. 'Pake advantage
6Í the low rales to the east. Tickets
on sale at special reduced rates for
the round trip from June I to September 30.
Chicago and return, $55.35.
St. Pom's and return, $47.5

buleaalr

r.

c.
..:-;:.-:

1

1

íe

Am.. I'lione III

On the following dates the Santa Fe
will sell excursion tickets to principal points in Illinois, Kansas, Michigan, Missouri, Nebraska, North Da
kota, South Dakota, Wisconsin and Wyoming: June and 2,
also June 0 to 16, inclusive, and July to 10, inclusive, Pall
at ticket office and we will help you plan a trip. Below find a
few principal h dnts.
Chicago and return
$5150
St. Poiiis and return
46.50
Memphis, Tenth, and return
$4(S.ó5
Kansas Git y ami return
$39-0-

I

train and Pullman service daily without change.
New Pullman "Broiler" and Buffet ears in operation, You
can have choice of mules, going and returning vía El Pasó;
in 77(i El Paso and mil via Torreón and Eagle Pass, or vfci
zrrsa, lluis covering the best of Mexico..

Üp-t0-da-

Cor. Second and Coal

I'lione

sb

RAILWAY

the most famous health and pleasure resnrts of Mexico.
Guana juan to, the "Show Town" of Me xicoj historical and
intensely interesting; as well as being one of the greatest
mining centers of ihe world today.

CITY SCAVENGER

e

CENTRAL

The ONLY line reaching nearly every important city of the
Republic. Guadalajara and Lake Chápala, and Ctiernavacu,

F. H. MITCHfiLL
offl,'

but remember that no tour
have

ni' W est is complete unless you
a side tripe to Mexico, i'úi

THE MEXICAN

O

I

T
Grose in the Leighton-Qros- e
stock
rmpany. formerly the Horger-Gros- e
stock company, and now takes (toll
Mi-- s
charge ot affairs at the Casino.
Lelghton Is making further (dans lo
Improve and add lo the clever coin-o- n
pany's n pertolre ami promises to
make the troupe one of Ihe most poSj- ular now on the road.
The performance last night wai
usual well attended and made a hit
with the Sunday crowd.
The very beat or Kansas City beef
ami mutton at I anil klcinworl's.
112
North Third street.
.

Special Rates to the East

I

I

pri-visio-

GREATLY

::!::::::-::&-

1

l'ltl.lt.

BUYS OUT

GROSE

J.

LABOR STILL

Charles E. Dugout tie. who is (he of- tidal employment bureau lor the gov- wards, ar- ernment's southwestern
rived in Albuquerque yesterday morn- ing from the Grind Canyon, where
he has a big bunc h of Indians at work
the Grand Canyon branch of the
Santa Fe. He left last night lor Rocky
Pord, Colo., to superintend the exodus
of Indians who have been working
In the sugar beet lields there. Nearly
500 have been employ..! near Itoeky
Ford under Mr. Diugen.'ttc's direction.
gathered from the vicinity of Santa
Fe and as far west as Keam's Canyon.
Most of these will go lo their
homes this month. Mr. Dagenette says
that nearly all will return home with
a tidy sum of money to show for their
season's work. The Indians have
been so successful as laborers for the
beet sugar manufacturers
that thej
employ them in preference to all
others and Mr. Dagenette cannot supply any loo many for the demand.
There is a general idea prevalent
that the Indian is lazy, an Idea whit Ii

rc-Brv-

AND
TIME MAX HE EXPECTED.

MEXICO

few-day-

INTEREST OE RUSSELL

I

FRUITLESS

NO INTEREST

BEET FIEEDS

W

.

J.

Mr. Dagonette says is entirely erroneous, as Js shown in their Intelligent
application and industry which males
the southwestern Indians invaluable
workmen.
A large number of the Rocky Ford
employe will arrive here in u
on their way home.

LYLLIAN LEIGHTGN

Fully a hundred Knights of ColumLas Vegas, July 15, Former Govbus went out to Camp C.lencoe. Beat ernor II, A. Otero passed through the
home
Canyon, Sandia mountains, yesterday citv this afternoon on his way
He announcand passed a very cool and very pleas from his European lour.
ant Sunday in the shady depths of ed himself as still opposed to Joint
saying that ooth Arizona
the canyon. Several large wagons statehood,
were called into requisition to carry and New Mexico were entitled to Sep
the Sir Knights and their friends back arate statehood and lie believed there
and forth. The old Albuquerque band was no reason that was jusl upon
went along and the
, i"rT.r
unaccustomed I
ulZZJT "7 ZiLu ,
echoes cut among the Sandia cliffs 'neo, . , J""'1" " .e
"u;,, in: in.',
Mtyilis 101 k"
opinion
ins
gol busy to the strains of various pop- heard
he
subject
of
the
little
ular airs, which helped materially to went away and had merely since
returned
add to the gaiety of the occasion. The With the same feelings he had
taken
picnic was one of the largest and
him.
He intended to Consider
most successful ever attempted by with
any
saw
If
he
bill carefully and
a local crowd, but it is needless to the
reason for changing his mind he
ifty that there was plenty of room for would
nromntiv announce the fact;
them all in the big gorge. A feast
Governor Otero and his son, Mi
tit for the gods, according lo the memguel, visited France. Knglatid,
bers of the party, was spread at Camp
Switzerland. Germany, Italy
Clencoe, which has made a great hit
and saw Mount Vesuvius in violent
as a summer resort.
ins
erupt ion. Upon Ins rel urn to
Yesterday was the formal opening country
eight days ago. he made a
of the placii by Mr. Thomas Hayes, of visit t New York. Buffalo ami NiagNew York, who has provided sleeping ara Falls. Coventor (Hero says he is
tents, good board and other convenin the best of health and lie looks
iences for health and pleasure se. U . it. A large
of I .as Vegas
crs from the city. Mr. Hayes wis) op- friends met number
He
him at the depot.
erate a daily stage from Albuquerque announces his Intention or returning
r,"a
to
camp,
a
the
over
eighteen
little
$24,984. Í7
y
to Las VegSJ to make his home.
Pecos River
miles.
2,3T4.68
Attorney a. T. Rogers has returned
J he picnickers rel urncd to th
Lincoln
57!!. US
ltyfrom his wedding lour to the St. liw-- I
''órlales
,8058l at 9 o'clock last nlaht,
The
rence and Canadian points.
Jrnicz
IS.S10.S3
loidc's father, Judge Henry L Waldo,
accompanied Mr. and Mrs. Rogers
Total
4fi,94.ri.r.H
SANTA PE TRAFFIC EAST OF back to Uis Vegas.
Ten cr centum of this amount, or
Yesterday was Ihe only day since
14,694.55 Is the approximate contribuJuly 1st that has not been more or
tion of the reserves to schools and
In all, more than
less rainy here.
Hbatla in New Mexico for the year just
IS
already
seven Inches of rain
ALBUQUERQUE
have
closed.
The surrounding
city.
fallen in this
country has never been in liner con-- :
It is with very great pleasure that
ditioti from a stock and agricultural
am able to notify you of this begin- RATHER TIED UP
Standpoint, As much larger acreages
miiu.f rVe direct contribution of tic
under the dry farming system have
Utiout reoeVtnyita the stnunUei in win.- i
been planted this year Iban hereto- they lie. (The proceeds from the
the favorable season will do
are likely to increase rapidly,
The second section of passenger fore,
thai this contribution, althoufh ii may train No. 7 from the east due here much towards adding to Ihe proa-city. All crops arc now
perlty
not yet have reached an important
a midnight Saturday night did not assured.of the
will ultimately pay a very cottal
Albuquerque
reach
until 6:61 yeiter-The LOS Angeles Elks were enterproportion of Ihe expense of the day morning and Ihe WO tactions go:i
here for two hours last night
counties which are fortunate enoU!
gway from here as one train about tained
A reception WO
by the local lodge.
lo have forest reserves within lb
half nasi seven, over seven
hours! given to both Hie ladies and gentle-- !
boundaries.
The delay was caused by a men at Hie Commercial club and the
late.
1 have the honor to be, sir,
washout which took oul a stretch oil visiting Kiks wen
also entertained
Very respectfully, your oli dlent track
near Wagon .Mound.
Last at the lodge hall. About ,i dozen Lis
n
I,
serva
night's number 7 was (ho hours late Vegas Klks have gone to Denver to
(Signed. )
JAMES M. WILSON,
in reaching La Junta on account of the convention.
Secretary.
storm trouble in Kansas and will noli The iyas Vegas elty council is hav
Governor I la germane Reply,
reach Albuquerque until early this ing troubles galore these days. A
Santa Fe, N. M.
morning.
council elected in accord'I
the Honorable, the Secretary of
ance with tiie wishes of the people
Agriculture, Washington. It. C.
RAINBOW SOCIAL.
has proven more injuriously partisan
Sir
have the honor to acknowlBpworth leaguers of the Highland
any council ever elected here.
edge the receipt of your leller of July M. K. church invite the people to come than
After several months of effort Alder- !M)6, advising mo that the agricul
i.
to the end of the rainbow, at Thir- man Blwood, who had removed from
turki appropriation act tor 190' pro- teenth and Mountain Road, Tuesday! Hie city, was indueed to resign. The
vides that ten per centum of all money veiling, the 7th, anil get Ihe bag of council voted unanimously to have a
reí ved from each forest reserve gold. The gentlemen are requested to special election called for the purpose
shall be paid lo Ihe state or territory bring their thimbles,' There's some- - of electing his successor. The mayor
in which Ihe reserve is located, to be thing rich in store for them.
vetoed the motion on the ground that
expended as t he state or territorial
the proper legal method of procedure
,
legislature may prescribe for the bene
Counter sales Book.
was to have- the council make an ap
:'
(it of public schools or public roads
is an absolute necessity in a retail I polntment to mi the vacancy,
it is
the county or counties in which tin Business. We can lurnisli them now held that under the New Mexico
forest reserve is situated. JTOU further at prices that will appall lo the trade statutes Jioth methods are legal. The
advise me that the payment providii. s. Uthfow a Co,
four Republican members, It is reed for In this act will be made by tie' Bookbinders
Journal building. garded as certain, will support the
mayor in his view, so Hie three DemSecretary of Ihe treasury and that the
FFF'S GOOD COM) ROOT BKE1I ocratic members have decided to boyapproximate amount of Ihe Contribu.N
cott Ihe COUnctl.
'U AT U ALTON'S DRCG STORK.
For three nighls in
tion of the reserves located ill
succession atemps have been made to
Mexico to schools and roads in tilts
KTACiK
ttSMMSt
SPRINGS.
TO
10,
Old meetings and the marshal ROS
territory, for Hie year ending June
been sent oul lo arrest the recalcitrant
an amount
IBOt, will be $4,114.56
Is
undersigned
to
prepared
The
i
i
grow
rapidly
fro
councilman and compel thepi to come.
Which is likely to
year to year as the proceeds from MM malic trips lo and from the celeliraled However, they have sue. essfully conAny InforJEMEZ MOT BPIUNOB.
cealed themselves thus far. it is said
reserve increase.
from the three Democrats will resign rather
This announcement will be reeelv d mation desired canNo.be113Secured I'.all-road
West
than allow an appointment to be
with thé greatest satisfaction by the rjeorge II. Moore,
avenue.
made.
Tills will leave Hie c.uii.ll
people of Few Mexico, and especia lv
JOHNSTON.
JAMKS T.
without a quorum and an election
by the residents Of the counties oi
must be helit.
which the reserves are situated, who
BTORAOK.
A great many matters of much Imwill directly bentlt by the liberal
SFMMFH?
AWAY
THIS
fiOINO
portance nre. while Ihe OOUnCll quarof the act.
stoves, furniture, etc., stores rels, waiting to be settled.
This measure, coming ns II does, io Pianos,
'Ihe .Sgafcly,
Itates reasonable.
,'iooon after the act opening the fores,
If you need a enrpenter, telephone
WHrchoiis' and Improvement
reserves to agricultural entry, will I ecurity
Auto, ri
Co, Offices, Gnat lilm k. Roth phonos. lleseelden.
r8.
an additional proof to Hie people of
Ibis territory, that the permanent welfare and the greatest good of the Inhabitants of the districts in which the
reserves are established, are the consideration! which, above all others,
underlie the forestry policy of the federal government.
1
have the honor to be, sir,
Yuur most obedient servant.
II.

the 'meantime better

First National Bank Building

ST LL INDIANS

OPPOSED

THE

TO

answer follow:
Department of Agriculture. Oftice
of
the Secretary, Washington,
l. C,
luly 8. loos.
..
in n .i"lI,p- HW
Governor of New
Mexico, Santa Fe, S. M
ir The agriculturai appropriaUo.il
act f(,r 11HI7. approved June 3d, 1908
contains the following provision:
I hat ten per
centum of all money
received from each forest reserve during any Bacal year, including the year
ending June 30, ülüti, shall he paid it
oiia tnereot Dy the secretary ,.f
Hie treasury to the state or territory
in which said reserve is situated, to
expended as the slate or territorial
legislature may prescribe lor benefit of
the public schools or public roads of
the county or counties in Which Hie
uraji reserve is situated; provid.
hi. u Hiieu any forest reserve
it in
more than one slate or territory or
uMumy, we MStNDUMVS share to each
from the proceeds of laid reserve sh.nl
oe aiiportmneil to the an a ther iln:
aim provided further, that ther shall
not be paid more than forty peir ccni- oi oi uie imai income oi sue oounty
from all other sources."
The payment of the ten per centum
bus provided Will be made by the
secretary of the treasury, who will d.- termine the exact distributive share of
New Mexico. Pending ibis determina-- ,
lion the following report from the rec-iirof the forest service will show y u
the grÓBg receipts from trie several forest reserves in your territory during
Hie liseal year just closed and Hie approximate (but perhaps not the exac i
am.. mil which you will receive under
lb. terms Of the act jusl quoted:
.
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or

Mexico hav. ae- Ul , oninhiite a fair ITV- ra 10 uie public Schools and roads
me territory under thi terms jf

,,........ .'
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Office

WILSON FELICITA! ES

PEOPLE

In

UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS

For

Year Closed Nearly $5000
ECRETARY

If we fail in one plan we have two

others, but it will probably be September 1st before it is settled.
select some of those choice 50-fo- ot
lots in the

ARE CONTRIBUTING

New

page rvm.

JOURN'AE

We are still quietly working on the Street Car proposition to the University.

FOREST RESERVES

TO PUBLIC

MORNING

E. L. WASHBURN CO.

SECOND
STREET

122 S.

I AGS

mi.

THE

ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURJÍXE.

Cbejibuqucrque Hioming journal

He wonders why it

Published by the

wane ine uki

D. A.

DEMOCRAT PUBLISHING
If ACPIIERSON, Prudent.

COMPANY
W. S. BURKS. Editor

Entered aa aecond-claa- a
mutter at the postoffice at Albuquerque. N.
noder act of congrew of March 3. 1879.

M

REAL ESTATE
dem-ocra-

THE MOIIMSG JOURNAL Is THE UEAMJIG HFl'l HLlc.W PAPER
OP NEW MEXICO. BUPPOKTING THE I'ltIM ipi.EH OK THE HEPI'B-LICAPARTÍ' ALL THE TIME AXD Till. METHODS OK TUE Ki l l
PARTY WHEN THEY ARE RIGHT.

N

In New

circulation tliiui any other i:i r In New Mexico.
u Imueri cery tiny Iti the year.

M"l

Th only niicr

"The MorniiiK Journal lin a higher circulation ruling thau la (llMJfksJ
lo any other paper In Albuquerque or ai7 other dally In New Miilcti." The
!

Amerlean Newspaper Directory.

Kit Ms OK Sl'Uikl'HlPTION.
Bally, by mall, on year In advance
Dally, by carrier, one month
Pally, by mall, owe uuuUi
1

$5.00
.60

M

LBUQLERQUE

NEW MEXICO
MONDAY

MnKM.Mi

Jll.Y

IB.

Ill

Interesting Letters
s
copy of cer- an adjoining column
EADERS of the Journal will And
tain letters which pa id durtnj the last few days between the seer"
tary of agriculture it Washington, and the governor of New Mexico
at 'Bantu Fe, and they will perceive that this correspondan ce la u
matter of more than ordinary Interest to the people of Ihis territory, bOCÉttat
It brings theni goood news espet lally that portion ol them who live anil
pay taxeB in counties which contain lands embraced Within the limits of
the United States fon st reserve.
In

lII

Under the liberal policy adopted by lit general government toward the
new Mate and territories, in the management of the forest reserves, ten per
cent of tho proceeds from the can res is given to Mm territorial or stitef
In which such reserve ire established, and tin money thus derived is to be
divided among t
several counties In proportion to the area of tin reeervt
or reserves embraced within the county limits, and to be used for the maintaining of pUbUc si booll and public mads.
The act of congress which makes provision for this distribution of money
received from the forest reserves, only very recently Wnt Into effect, and
the letter from th secretary to Qovernor Hagerntan, which w print this
morning, refers to the first apportionment that baa been made under the act.
the letter from the secretary to Qovernor Hagvroen, which we print this
greut deal more limn appears on the face of the (inures, because It Is the
IfViuguration of a new system, and mirks th Opening of I new source 1
revenue for many of the counties of the territory a source, too, from which
the receipts Will rapidly increase as time passes, and' greater areas
of the reserves are taken under leasehold.
The law under which tills is done is another of the good acts of the
late session of congress OP thai ll especially valuable to New Mexico, and
one that will serve to raise still higher the already high esteem In which
our people hold the polity of the republican party and th" Koosevclt
administration.
1

ti-
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The White

Mans Burden

e
from London tell us that In replying to certain criticisms
DISPATCHES Fourth of July s ch. Mr. Bryan said: "Tiny tell tne that
in America and England discover the fact in my Independence day speech that I have become an imperialist. 1 would say-tsuch people that if they can g"t pleasure out of this Interpretation they
should make the best of It before I have a chance: to declare myself on the
subject of Imperialism. Nobody can read my speech carefully and honestly
and Had In It the slightest trace of approval of I policy of seizure and despotic control."
ch was Franklin MacVelgh, the
Among those who heard Mr. flryan's :
distinguished democrat of Chicago, who says of it:
"His recognition of the 'vyjiltc man's burden. ' unless it shall remain a
pious abstraction, must lead him, if lie eVBt gels the power, to concrete acts
indistinguishable from what one would expect from an avowed imperialist."
And In an editorial reviewing th two quotations reproduced above, til"
moment s. cms fully warranted, and
Washington Star says Mr MaeYeigh'
In which the phrase is used, the
sense
In the
Is certainly very fell) mus.
holds that the white man should have no burden.
burden he hi an interloper. Let him retire to his
Wherever he is carrying
own country, having ine Mack, or the brows, or the yellow man to his, and.
all will be well. His burden Is the remit Ol meddlesomeness and oppression.
Naturally.
utol it is In his nower in fait 11 Is tils duty, to put it off at one
therefore, when Mr. Bryan not only recogplaed, bul talked about the white
man s burden and quoted! Kipling, the an h ImpcriallSl of th age, approvingly,
people separated him from bUI Old company.
Mr. Bryan now speak of a "policy of seizure and despotic control." Such
and policy In the Philipa phrase annot lie applied In Justice to our
pine... Wl aere not banting land when we weiil to war with Spain, and our
only thought in going to Manila was to destroy the Spanish hVct. When that
had cen accaoipllshod. a new 0,B0tiOn upon the Instant presented Itself.
of the Minds wanted tu to st iy. and as will because of that friendly
feeling as
use of mir responsibility for order In the archipelago, we did
stay. That was the "seizure."
As lo "despotic control," where is there 111 f lightest evidence of It? Mr.
Bryan himself compline tils the American Official in the Islands, and has
remarked on the good wok they have done. We have beefl Complimented by
all other visitors, the only criticism coming from an Occasional Englishman,
whose 0I1M r va inns umiilly are that our policy Is more op the older of
philanthropy thun on that of ruling. W appear as anything but deipots,
cither to the Filipinos, or lo travelers whose xperleiiee entitles them to
be heard.
Mr. Bryan's speei ll undoubtedly chilli d the Aguinaldo aid societies in this
country, Hnd maybe his explanation will not entirely restore him to tin .1
favor.
,

I
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Suggestion. '
The
a gambler borrowed a sum of
money from a money-lendeand the
note falling due. he called upon th"
broker and told him he could not
pay at that time.
The money-lendbecame greatly
Money-Lender-

's

r,

er

ited.
"I want the money. It Is due. You
must pay It."
"The gambler pulled his pistol out.
pointed it at the head of the money'Xi

lender and said:
"Eat that note, or I will blow the
top of your head off."
The money-lendlooked at the pistol, then at the note, and decided that
it would be wise to eat the note,

mm

MM
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FOR MI.E.
Four houses on S th Broadway,
modern; will sell sil Ú1 or all, at B
bargain.
Large and small ram a a for sale near
In. Tract of land 01 the Mesa, catl
of the cllv.
Seine fine lots on Tij' ras avenue; alsa

Uhe
Wholesale Grocer 'Blue

if 10I

01

FALLING

Dandruff. Which

hm

BLUE

lotu 75

8

feet,

142

13.(100.

near

rlyht place

Fon

for good work at low price
Nice

A.

J. LOVE,

Auto phone

$t,'J.-0.0-

First St.

Ita a bargain,

To Contractors

SOI

Money to loan in sums to suit at
cent on approved security.

We will be piad o j;le estimules on unythinu from the mill
IVOfk of
home to making a
window screen ami will uimrun- -

ICE CREAM

A.l

Cal

;

KutisfaclioD.

Bald ridge's is the Place
FOR LUMBER, SHINGLES, AND LATH. A LARGE
stock of Windows, Doors, Paints, Oils, Brushes,
Cement, Building Paper, etc., always on hand.

Planing Mill Go.

J. 6. BALDRIDGE

405 SOUTH FIRST STREET,

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO

eeeeeeeeee

t
i
!
f

South Third Street

few small ram hen, ranging from
three to ten acres em b: all under
ditch and under high slate ill cultivation.
Also, desirable lots tu thr iliru-rnadditions to the City.
Wc hove several smull collages, well
in, for sale on reasonable tcrut.
a

Colo. Phone. Black 144

B. RLJPPE
PRESCRIPTION

BNTS.

A SAFE DEPOSIT BOX

DRUGGIST

203 West Railroad Ave.
The Al varado
13.

II. Hriggs & Co.,

First Street and

Pharmacy
l'ropriet

Cold Avo

irs

Both Phones

4
AIRY SHOES

Is a necessity and the cost is small.

Leather, Harness, Saddles, Lap Busters, WbJpa, Axle Oilf, Etc

rolmetto Roof í'i;'.nl LasU FI Year
and t'tojw. Leaks.
Cash Fald (or Bide and Pelta.
408 WEBT RAILROAD a VENUE

have Hum

VVc

First National Bank

O. & R. G. SYSTEM

THQS. F. KELEHER
Paints, Oils and Virnlshas

t

ssisssli

THK

STATK--

Santa Fe Branch

Effective December

East hound
11:00
12:51
2:11
3:00
1:02
1:32
6:46
8:30
:00
4:36
7:80

a. m
p.
p.
p.

10, ID05.

STATIONS
Lv

Banta Fe
Española
Embudo

m....Lv
m....Lv
m....Lv

p. ni
p. m
p. m

VVeHtbound

Ar....
Lv.,..

3:30 p. ra
1:2$ p. ta
Lv... .12:26 p. m
Lv.... 11:86 p. m
Lv
10:2 p. m
Lv
10:00 p. m
Lv.... 8:10 p. ra
Lv.... 6:40 a. in
Lv
11:06 p. m
Lv.... 9:40 p. m
Lv. . . . 7;00 p. ra

,

Baranci

Lv

Servilleta
Tres Piedras
Antonito
p. m....Lv
Alamosa
a. m,...Lv
Pueblo
a. m....Lv
Colorado Springs
a. m....Ar
Denver
OMMQtlOM
At
AtUonito
Duiuiigo,
for
Bt
Silvtrton and intermediate polntsT
CkTiTi IlKLiir for rrKRMlli MlMTrtoii. B
I MCVta
8l. KNOWK
TO TAIl. hvv, rtit.H
At Alamosa for Denver, Pueblo and Intermediate points via either the Rtandard
hi$
n,i,
fa. Hon f,u$rtit(t'erl
Kefutiied
Unt.er
"t
HDt prMikid
fu. 1 00
oa trul m Tí mm fSi H Kauge line via La Vela Pass or tho narrow gauge line via Salida, making th
bo. Will atfiA
m VMII tltVnC. Hampi'
im ji your 'Jru(lit
cot
entire trip In daylight and passing through tho famous Royal Gorge, also for
fl hr ttiri i Sfn4 mt niji'i iu ti,
all points on Creede brunch.
UMTTD Mr.PICAl CO.. mo. 7 UNUItil, M
Trains stop at Embuda for dinner where good meals are sorved
Albuqucrane by the
S. K, HOOPER. G. P. A. Deiuer.
A. S. HABXKV, Agent, Santa Fc, N. M.
O'ltlclly l
Lv
Lv

A

1.

You must keep your feet cool In
order In enjoy the wurni weather. Our low Mimes do llilsio
perfection, beside. rIvíuk you
the latest in .style, the must per
feet in lit and Hie best in wear
fur your money.

Mill's Canvas oxfords.

sen

Men's Viol Kid oxfords
.

.$1.7.--

.,

.

W.U

Men's Velour Calf Oxfords.

H.afi

:f m.

Men'; Patent Cull Oxfnrds.
s

'

;

no.

:t.n

i

)

I

omiiiinv

Auto. Phone 31

1

Colo. Phone Hlk

II

Communication Made Easy

THE LONDON CLUB LIVERY CO

SAMTAHY IIOAKDING
, STAHI.ES
F. T. MNMldti Prop.

421 N.

Second

Si

. .

$1.50,

W"nien

Wool. II Idee

$:t.ro. $4.00

Women's Vlel Kid Oxfords..

ta.u.

H.(M

Patent Khl oxford
$2.50 $:i.oo, $3 . .0

Between the

Gret

SonthweBt and Kansas City, Si. Louis, Chicago,
and all points North and East by the

El Paso

WHOLESALE
MERCHANTS

f4kM

Women's Canvas Oxfords....
LIM. $2.IMI. $2.i:

Ally, for Mortgagee.

Gro88,Kelly&Co

. . .

imr.NSWICK-HALKK-COLLKNIiK-

V

.....

821 Gold Arenue

WE HAVE FOR SALE

IA

THESE

1

ON'SI

per

Honda, Money to Loan.

9.
e

Dealers in Real Estate

dr

TION CO.
pWLVO to thp limitations of trnileinsrk law, the "JefferKonlan" label
Ol'I'O-di- l
N'EW POHTOFFIOE
CAM,
I H l
M
l
very
queer
of
IND
polities.
(ackages
every now and then et panted on some
out NEW
EMTAHLIKI1MENT i OB PAN 8, FIXWashington Star.
TURES M si PPLIE8

8

W. P. METCALF

Votary Public, Insurance,

W00TTON & MYERi

r

The Brunsrlek-Balke-Coitncompany of the sum of $I,2SZ, togethei
With Interest thereon at eight per cent
per annum, evidenced by sixteen
promissory notes of said dale, three
for g 00. cueh payable Julv 1st. Au
gust 1st and September 1st, ItQg, re-- 1
pectlvelyi twelve notes for $75 each,
pa v.i Me the Brat day of each following

ELECTRIC AND

m

Having consol hint ed the IMiocuix
anil Superior lMaliiln Mills, the
inachiiK ry being Of the latest designs and best makes, we are
lo do ah kinds of MILL
WOlilv at 11 price never before
ateniptcd in New Mexico.

i

i

WATBB PATRONS
DKMAND THK 11 EST AND
WE FURNISH IT.
vi
have AN INVITATION TO
AND vku-tF-

rnreS .No. l
regulation
bowling alleys, complete, Including
bowling bed, foundation gutters, pit
and approach; also divisions, two return chutes, three leather cushions,
three pit in. ils, three improved score
registers, three sets ten pins, thirty
bowling balls, one set (8) Perfection
reflectors, one alley brush, one gutter brush, eight 12 foot oak settees,
won cusnion lor same; which said
property is now located In (he .store-looat No. lis West Hold avenue, in
the City of Albuquerque, New Mexico,
and which said
(gage was filed roi
record 011 the 12th day of May, l'JOU,
and recorded In Itook "F" of Chattel
Mortgages, page 33U, in the office ot
the probate clerk and
recorder of IJernalillo county, New Mexico, lo secure (In payment to the said

111

In,

close

plenty of shade; $20'er month.
Five-roodwelling, modern, eloaii in,
hice location.

ETC,

BUILDERS,

HOUSE

frame ( meilern,

Five-roo-

CO

ARK THREE QUALITIES
THAT ARE MAKING OUfl
SODA WATEIl Ml IKK
POPULAR BSACH DAT.

pany,

mu si

at

It

A

t

n

0

better see about

FOR HUNT

123

it'll

I

lot

fin
foot
hade and fruit trees, only

Prop.

403 S.

4G3

BALE

frame,

four-roo-

once.

In.

SO GOOD

Notice of Bale or Chattel
inier
dinned Mortaace.
Whereas, Waiter H, West, on the 11th
day of May, 1ÜU6, by Ins certain challe! mortgage of that date conveyed to
The BrunswIck'Balke-Collende- r
com- -

í

Hnilroud Avenue

All kinds of mill uurk a
specially-Th-

SO PURE

Agents.

MM

117 West

$2,650.

SO COLD

Ü

West Railroad Ave.

Both Telephones.

m

I

IUKXJBR.

117

al

fjentl Disease
Kill Hie Germ,
ratlin hair is caused hy dandruff
wlilch is a germ disease. The germ
in burrowing Into the rool of the hair
h TO it destroys the vitality of (he
IJair, causing the hair to fall out. dig
up ihc cuticle in little scales, called
dandruff or scurf. You .can't slop
balr without curing the dandruff, and you can't cure the ilaiulru
without killliiK the dandruff germ.
''Destroy the cause, you remove th effect." Newbro's Eierplclde is the only
hair preparation thai kills the dandruff crin. Eierplclde Is also a
hair dressing. Sold by leading druggists, Semi to in stamps tor
.sample to The HerpfClde Co., Detroit,
Mich,
i!. H, Drlggs. & Co., special

CO.
Hy K. L.

at

Qo
Drug
The Williams
THE
FRONT

over-frlnk-

THH Columbia 8. C.) Ktale hits the nail right on the head when It
say: "The heaviest burden of the while man In South Carolina Just now Is the
whlt man's Ignorance."

Front

1

Pilce,

West End of Viaduct

Planing Mill

ap-

consecutive month thereafter and one
Hole for $r,2, payable October 1, 1000;
And whereas, hy said chattel mortgage It was provided that in case de- fault should be made In the payment
of any or either of said notes or ot any
part thereof, or the Interest thereof,
on the day or days on Which the same
should become due and payable, thou
all of the said notes, both principal
and interest, should at once become
due and payable.
And whereas said Walter ll. West
hag failed lo pay the said lirilllllesill
j
Mole of $100. payable July 1. lyofi. ami
said mortgagee,
The
P.runswtck-l- i
company, has elected
to declare all of said notes as due and
payable under the terms of said mort-ag- .
and the same are now in default

Wagons

Albuquerque

Six-roo-

lender called out:
. H. DUNBAR &
"Wait a
minute,
mv
friend.
Would you mind writing out that note Comer Ooltl Aenn mini Third
on a soda
cracker?" New
York
Weekly.
CAUSE

Mitchell

ALIll QUKIIQl'K. N. M.

on West Coal avenue.
House anil 3 lots on North Fourth St.,
14 rooms In a tine
cation.
Lois ami houses for sale in all parts if
the city.

Four acres of land In the city limits,
with erood house nnd stable, fruit
trees, etc., in a fine location.
house on West Coal av.: up
to dot. IE. 000.
Lot on West (oíd av.. ti ar Sixth st.
Corner non av. ami Edith St.,
house: modern; lot x 4 2 feet; fine
cement Sidewalk; good stable. This
property wiil be sold cheap if taker,
at once.
House and lot on Sou'h Scond St.. between Lead and C'-avenues, at a
bargain.
two
h3use,
blocks from postofflce, with two Tols. House well
furnished. This pr perty Is in one
of the best locations Id this city,
and is for sale at $5,500.
Brick house and lot on West Coal
ave.; 5 rooms,
$2,600.
Brick house, 7 rooms, wl',h 3 lota, on
North Second street,

for

Colo. Phone 177.

Street

For prompt service, courteous treat
ment and careful dispensing go to
The Busy Little Drug Store,

FEED. FLOCR AND GDAIN

BUSINESS CHANCES,
flood ranches near the city for sale
nt
reaaonable iirlces.
the
money-lende- r
for Rent.
was very willing to ad- Fire I n mi ra tier, House
Rents
Collected. Taxes Paid, anil
vance.
The gambler sat down to
elmrcre
entire
talcii: of i,ronertr for
wrne out a note, when tin money- residents mill
Sometime later the gambler
for another loan, which

Putney

L. B.

1

plied

ave.

J. D.EMMONS,

with

"My friend, you are a good man,
and when you need any more mom v
conn' in and
will let you have it."

i-

Reed ciiHirs, Lockers .and .Settees,
Canvas Chata muí settees. Canaaiag
Otflta, lllankcts. Comforts. Wagon
Cover- -. Tenis, ( amp Stoves anil ( miking I tenslls. In (MA, everything o
make life worth living.

ern, IJ0.0O.
house North l iitn St., 130.00.
room house South Third St.. $S0. 00.
hous Hroadn.iv. $8.00.
nocas nmNismsu. new and
4 rooms furnished.
JJ" 00.
SECONDHAND.
WE BUY llorsi:-HOLI- I
houses, 8. liroadway with
Two
GOODS. MI W. tiOl.l) AVE.
bath. IL'0.00 each.
G. KIRISEX, MANAGED.
modern, $25.
house. S. Art
Auto. Phone 474
Two tents. E. Rallro d tve., $8.00.
Corner Coal Avenue and Second
house. S. Bdlth, modern, $25.
houses, Marquette ave.,
Two
J 12.00 each.
brick house, N. Second street,
modern, $20.00.
room brick house, N. Fourth street,
tSatabltshel 187S
modern, $20.00.

North 4th street.
house, furnlshei, good leec
uon, $1150.00.
frame In ene ef the hes!
locations on Broadway at a bar- gain; modern
house, North Fourth street,

said:

Who

BATES OP INTEREST.
TOR RENT.
house North Fifth st,

brick house, nearly new, modern improvements, at $3,150, on

which he did.
A few days after the gambler called and paid the value of the note,
much to the delight of the money-

lender,

PHONE
TO IX IA 0 GOOD REAL
ESTATE BKCIJEITY
T ")W

MDiKi

price,

er

THK Itev. Mr. Hates recently declared that the terribly ordeal throug'i
whiih San Francisco has passed, was sent upon the town by the Almighty,
as a punishment for Its wickedness. PpOfl this (he Cull nays: "There In
ome iicumst.tiili.il evidence (hat the fin was not heaven-sen- t
and directed,
although there are certain Indications that (he other place miKht have h id
om thing to do with it. For example, church property suffered enormously,
while the buildings and sloi k of one of the meet conspicuously prospcrou
Mquor firms In the city escaped wllh not so much a a morclilng, A clever
friend of th head of ihc firm in question put tho situation Into a verge which
verse which seems to fully
bas been much quoted and little printed
gnawer Hv. Mr. Hat. It runs:
for
"If It be true find spanked thtl town
Notice Is hereby given tha' the un- For belnK
deratgned, The BruMwlck"Blk-Col-lea- d
Why did he shake the churches down
company, as mortgagee of said
'
above described properly, lias taken
And save my friend's K""d whisky'.'''
possession of the same under suid
mortgage, nnd will on Friday, tho
THK Houston, Tex. is, Post, says "(here arc thirty men In Houston, who llh day of August. 10(1. at the hour
or
gre worth half Í million each," nrul the Charleston News and Courier Impu- store-roo-10 o'clock a. rn., of said day, at the
numbered US West Cold
dently Inquires, "then why don't Ihey leave for home?"
avenue In tho city of Albuquerque,
New Mexico, offer for Bale and sell to
the hlghist bidder for cash the above
LATKIt developments seem to Indícale (hat the heavy transatlantic travel described properly
for the purpose ot
to
paying off and satisfying the notes
as
home detractions.
this yesr is not due so much to foreign attractions
and
indebtedness secured to be paid
fpidianaiKills News.
by said chattel mortgage.

i

ts

it,

Comforts

COLUMN

The Ilocord has even been accused
of republican leaning tiy sonic
in it own town for K.ivimc com- lilimelit.irv thiiuru it.. .1.1
nl Hmmmm
especially about Qovernor H.iger-- 1
man. who has shown signs of honesty
and the Inanition to five the territory
a business administration.
The Rec- ord had lots of faith In republican
lKdegate Rodcy. too but must draw
the line at Andrews and charitably
drop tho veil over (itero, who is no
more, politically Hi.erOclnv
At any
rale. If the Record said anything nice
about Andrews, it would be only
rtilsonie (lattery, aerording to the
New Mexican. So, what's Hie use?
But the New Mexican asserts that it
Is honest lu what it says- - while
all
democratic papers are liars.
Strange, Isn't it, that the good
things that the democratic papers say
Hagerman should
about Governor
"create strife In the
republican
parly." There must be somebody In
the republican party fighting the governor, and opposed to having anything
complimentary said about him. Wonder why II makes the New Mexican.
Mr. Bursum and other member of
thp old gang mad to h ive the people
express approval of the gnernor.
Lacking sicerlty and fairness Itself, the New Mexican, of course,
thinks everybody else guilty of trickery and deception. Candor, frankness
and simple honesty -- without secret
whisperings and petty scheming or
bluff and Murder- the old gang canignored
not comprehend.
To be
where once he was the whole court
is too much for the editor
the New
Mexican, and so he relieves his dis
tress hy cussing the democratic papers.

July

Summer

DUNBAR'S

Gang Mad

H. B. HENING, City Editor.

Monday,

ft PelU
LAB VEGAH

The St. Elmo Sample
Club Rooms

and

Choice Liquors Served. A Good Plaot
to while awnv the weary hour.
All

tho Popular (lames.

Southwestern. System

Rock Island System

a Specialty

ALRIJQUERQUtC

j&

Keno every

Monday, Thursday and Saturday

Nights.

JOSEPH BARNETT.
110 W Railroad Ave.
Proortetor

Shortest, Quickest, therefore the Beat. The Only way with two
through trains (lally, carrying Standard and Tourist Sleepers, observation Oliilng Cars, Chair Cars and Coaches. For any trip, anywhere, sny tilde TAKE THE SOUTHWESTERN.

I .r

Full Particular

see any Agent or Address

GARNETT KING
General Agent

EL PASO, TEXAS

V.

R. STILES

en.

Pas. Agent

-

Momia). July

u.

M III

POLICE

ÜHT WEB
FOREIGNERS
FORGING

CITIZENSHIP PAPERS

REGULAR BUSINESS IN GOTHAM

Thousands

of Civic

Employes Sup-

plied With Bogus Certificates
Organized

by

Gang.

Correspondence Morning Journal.
New York, July 12. There Is always something the trouble with the
police force. Just now It is the discovery that íerhaps two thousand of
foreigners,
them are
who are said to have obtained their
cltkcenshlp
papera by fraud and
fraud so extensive that it is supposed
to be the work of a btf, well organ-lie- d
gang, who have been making
a regular business of forging certificates and making Americans out of
aliens by scores at a time. Firemfn
Hud street cleaners are likewise reported to be involved, and besides
municipal employes thousands of foreigners all over the city are asserted
to possess f:ilse papera, At present
nobody seems to know who is responsible for all this, though the secret
officers are thought to have information that will cause some startling revelations whenever it is acted
upon. It the proportion of frauds
in the (list few hundred names on the
bolee rolls hold good to the end al
least 25 per cent of the force will
be found disqualified; but as yet this
is not proved. Hut certainly after this
it will do no harm to follow the old
war time principle. "Tut none but
Americans on guard."'

prepthe mildness of Sfst winter less thin
entirely two millions are available for this
purpose, rnusual sources of supply
may be drawn on lo some exient, but
One of the original "Gibson girls" not sufflilently to fill the wide gap.
has Just returned to this country, the indicated by the figures. The Amerbride of Mr. William Waldorf Astor. ican Ice company, familiarly referred
once an American but now a Brit- to as the ice trust, although It conisher. She was Miss Nannie Lang trols only about 50 per cent of the
home, of Virginia, one of live leau-- I city's trade, has urged Its jiatrons to
Dana avoid waste and economise In the use
If ill sisters
whom
Chnrles
(libsnn made famous with his pencil of ice in every way possible. In spite
and the second of whom he married. of pre. tutions. however, the price is
Miss Winnie became the wife of Rob- likely to advance considerably before
ert G. Shaw, of Huston, obtained a the season Is over for much of the redivorce from him and has Just mar- serve supply is held not by the comried Mr. Astor, the holr to one of the panies who deal with the public, hut
largest estates In the world. She Is by speculative Individuals who will
quoted as saying that she did not In- not be so likely as the companies to
tend marrying again "until she met forego profit through any consideraWaldorf." adding that he "Is a verv tion for the consumer. The specunice young man." Mr. Astor Is one lator has noted the popular alarm
of the few Americans who have pre- heighten, .I by the lurid exaggeration
ferred becoming subjects of a foreign of the "yellows" and is thereby con)
sovereign to retaining their birth- firmed In his determination to hold
right, but his father's influence and out for famine prices from the sidlexample no doubt worked very St ron y ing companies who supply the public.
to produce this result.
S
After all
the Aslors did not by any means com
congress to lay
An international
over in the Mayflower, for the orig- plans for a general war on tubercuinal John Jacob, a German peasant, losis will meet In this city Novememigrated to America "near the dos.' ber 14, 1 and lfi. Hvery European
of the eighteenth century.
nation, together with Its colonies, Is
expected to send delegates and doi
The possibility of excessively hot tors, and Inymen from all the states
weal her holds new terrors for the in the t'nlon have already promised
New Yorker, confront ad by nn ice to be present. There will be a genfamine and the prospect of higher eral discussion of ihe whole probprices for the artificial coolness which lem of tuberculosis and measures will
Is so essential to metropolitan combe conceited for urging preventive
fort. Ordinarily it requires some- legislation and the establishment of
thing over four million Ions of ice governmental and muni, pal sanllo- to seen New York cool, but owing to riilips to assist in lighting the diseas

rrarkers and other pestiferous
arations ot powder will
prohibited.
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The Store

-

possible,

b.-

-

the
th si Instance of a combination among
the peoples of the earth against a
physical evil.

sides

ST

alf

v.p.
he
lions in ihenihil wlih- inftwm.ltion
mi ernlnj H
b.
Tub
Its
the enti esa and
cul ;s in its vjJed. foi m.. c one ,.f
the greitesl dangers (o which human-- ,
ity is it present exposed, attacking
as It docs both man ami beast and!
perpetuating Itaelt from, generation;
congress Is ex-- 1
I p
to generation.
peeled to do moré tow ai d the extinction of the scourge than has pre.

in ils If as

IDEAL 1IK.YLTII RESORT.
To rent for a term of years, the
new and beautiful residence properly,

containing about twenty rooms, In th"
fThest location In the valley, about one.
mile from the city limits on the Lock-nsaranch. Attractive grounds and
surroundings.
Also ton additional
rooms In contiguous cottages if desir
ed. Amide stables and entlniildinu
Vimlv on nremises or address Mrs
Henry Lockhart, Albuipieripie, N. M. tf

I

Good W a i man
entitled to good tools. We make
special ruled record books and loose-lethat will gladden the
devices
hearts and double the efficiency of
your office force. A postal or a 'phone
call will bring estimates, drawings or
suggestions to your desk. Auto, 'phono

of Keliability

Summer Bacrgadns
I N

i

LADIES' UNDERWEAR
AND GLOVES

rt

I

Is

af

1?8.

If. S. l.ltllgrm

At

The Ladies of Albuquerque Will Be Pleased to Know That

...THE GLOBE STORE...

Co.

Journal building.

Bookbinders

ANNUAL NEW MEXICO

H

TERRITORIAL
Albuquerque, New Mexico, September
RaMZ
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Quarter
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BRBBsfloflsRBHeBeB

from the regular retail prices.
The underwear comes in union and
suits, and prices
range from tO cents to $2.75 per garment long sleeves, short sleeves
and no sleeves; cotton, lisle, and mercerized; ladies' and misses' sizes.
The gloves are wrist length; in cotton, lisle, and silk; prices ranging from 15 cents to 85 cents per páír; all colors.
These goods are all marked in plain figures, and will be sold at
the marked pric?, less 20 per cent; any one can figure the cost to the
purchaser.

of a
Century

BBoBBBBBsBBBB
BBaRBsBcBoilBBs
BBaBaflsBoBBoBB

THE BIG GLOBE SIGN on West Railroad Avenue marks the entrance to the store of reliability and fair treatmen- t- THE GLOBE STORE
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Just a Cent and a
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Minute
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hut
nothing
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ADAMS

k

DILGARD

FUNERAL

Is!
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DIRECTORS

$10,000

Puce. Surburg's Grain Mug Cnt Tohncco Stake
Trot. Carnation Cream Stake
Mnet
Pi
Chandon's White Beat Champagne stake
Pace. Mitchell Wagon Stake

Embalming is Our

ll.0QA.ttl

Specialty

1 1,000.00
11,000.00

Cor, Fifth street and Raiirond Avomm
NVw Phone 152
old Phone Hlk ":s

$ 1,500
$ 1,000

Fruit and Vegetable Exhibit

Cowboy Relay Races
Race
Ladies' Half-milManoeuvers by Uniied States Troops
Baby Snow
Poultry Show
Jersey Stock Show
Trades' Display Flower Parade Montezuma Ball
Carnival tiraction, with Twenty Big: Shows on the Streets
e

J

STONE HOTEL
nemas nor springs
Is now Open nil the jenr nroiiiul
Bed of Accommodation!
Otero'i

CARNIVAL TO REIGN ALL THE TIME

lintii Doom
Conncvtlon.

MRS. WM. ROGERS.

Ran
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TO BELm
of

O

Future Patlroad Center
&eLocated
The Atchison
on the
Veten

The new City of Belen

é

$1.00(1.00

Put ses for Baseball

G--

costs you lo nend in nn order tor n ; s i: N(;lsent jt, ive'll do tin rent. Upon receipt of four
your order our whole ;ns range Foree is put to work to
do your bidding, mid eVPTJi nerve RtrfllMed to pill yon Ott
t lit
Idyll road to nptodnte
leery mid summer
kitchen comfort.
i,
s
nny of your neighbors aro enjoying the pleasure!
of Twentieth Century COOktOft
Keeping their homes
eool: sin inn money.
you might as well be in possession of these advMt
jigos as they.
We're Halting your orders. Send :i postnl, or phone.
for our representative mid be will call und expíala
everything fully.
Is nil it

BBHBBB'HBBB
M?IIIP
BsBasBflBRsBsB

Purses for Horse Races
2: IK
2:20
3:13
2:00

1906
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This
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Cut-- o

TopeKa tSL

of

JVebu

Mejctco

Santa

Raittay

Fe

main lines of the Santa Fe system
from Chicago to San Francisco and Los Angeles, El Paso Texas and Old Mexico

is 31 miles south of Albuaueraue,

N. M.,

is at the junction of the

leading east and west

The Helen Uobvn and Improvement Company

hui'ct-hHaile-

g

than they have been fur years, owing
to a severe rainstorm which prevailed during Ihe early morning and
squelched Ihe far too numerous and noisy element who neither feared dor or kept their powder
dry. The rain also prevented many
fires Which would otherwise have taken plaee. and for which the firemen
ud"JlHten fully prepared, all mem-ber- s
of the department
being con-'- i
lotiv on duly at Ihe engine houses
Opposition lo
for eighteen hours.
Ihe old
diioii. d methods of celebrating Ihe Fourth has never before
been so general, and It is probable
that within a year or two the use uf

to 22, inclusive,

Fairs for a

si

.VWl. Ihe Fourth Is over, and the
f accidents so far amounts
llsf
to
,uuu, great and small, with
iiDoui
Ihe Jel.i
cases still to hear from.
t,
Tmvh men, who were old
to have known better, were arrested
for discharging
revolvers In the
streets and one particularly enthusiastic citizen was gathered In while
amusing himself wish a rifle and a
pistol, both loaded with ball can-- i
Idges, after he had shot a womnn In
the leg. suit, things were quieter

17

20 PER CENT
two-piec- e

FAIR

The metropolis has found some Interest during the week in William
H. Hearst's announcement
m
sm
Francisco that he is not a candidate
for tile democratic
nomination fOf
president.
Mr. Hearst did not guy
unything about his rumored candida
cy for the governorship
of
Htm
York, but it Is well understood hole
that he Intends to try for the office,
cither capturing the democratic State
convention or running on an Independent ticket. There is no question thai
Mr. Hearst has a great following in
New York City, but elections are still
decided "up state," and there is some
doubt as to whether the country districts have become Imbued with admiration for the great exponent el
municipal ownership. A straw Indicating the direction of the prevailing
political breeze was afforded by the
special election held last week In
Hie town of Ossluing. In this case
the supporters of municipal ownership were forced to choose between
the position of advocating a decided
In.
in the tax rate and that ot
opposing- - needed
public improve
incuts. They selected
the
latter
course r.nd were decisively beaten
KroíhVthi the political wiseacres haw
concluded that municipal ownership
is mo particularly papular with the
d
York state farmer and
that Mr. Hearst's rhanccs of heeoni-Ingovernor of the Umpire state ,,.
not over bright.

l

All

lilt

is offering a choice line of summer weight underwear and
silk lisle gloves at a reduction of

.Eighteen southern girls, brought
here by a Chattanooga newspaper as
their reward for winning a voting
contest to decide who were the most
popular daughters of Dixie, have b
twving New York aod .hniiltaneousl.
affording New York the pleasure of
seeing them no small pleasure either;
lor they are as pretty and vivacious
n band of maidens as one could
They seem to have enjoyed
themselves Immensely, and wherever
they have gone the town has been
theirs. At the Onion Square theater
the other night they rose in a body
and gave (beer after cheer wheii
"Dixie" was sung; they went dowa
to Kills Island soon after and inspected the Immigrants, successfully begging off two little Italian boys who
were pi danger of being sent back
Ihey were too young and poor
to meet the requirements of the law
and beatifying Commissioner Watch-or- n
by bestowing upon him a grateful kiss, administered by the youngest of the party. Besides this they
have visited Wall street, Bronx park.
Ihe Wistaria grape arbor, several theaters and all soils of other places,
and been photographed along with
couple of lions at Coney Island, having a "perfectly Splendid time' every
minute of the day and winning smiles
from everybody who enjoyed Ihe sight
of youth, beauty, good spirits, and
Ihe unspoiled Joy of life,

(

Be

J-l-

When New York exports buffalo to
Oklahoma anything may be regarded
as possible; yet that very thing will
soon happen. The Zoological society,
desiring to preserve the buffalo from
extinction, recently made arrange-- 1
Menu to ship from fifteen to twentj
of the naimals from Hronx park to
the Wichita forest reserve in the
southwestern part of our newest
state, and the herd will be sent Inert'
ns soon as a proper place has been
selected and fenced in. It is well
known that the buffalo cannot long
reproduce its kind when in close confinement, and that the only means
of perpetuating the breed is to establish herds In very large areas,
whore they may roam about al liberty und r conditions nearly resembling those of the wild state.
The
Hronx park herd, the largest on pub-li- e
Is
exhibition,
in fine condition ami
if the buffalo can be shipped earr)
in the fall so that they may Become
accustomed to a free, roving life before "inter comes on it Is thought
that they will prosper in their new
home.

--

'

THE ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL.
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(INCORPORATED)

0 and
itresta and avenues, RIGHT In the bunnsss
AhH THE OWNBPS OP THH BBI.BN TOWN8ITB, Consisting ot ONE THOUSAND BUSINESS AND RESIDENCE 'vOTS, (lxs 18x141 feet) fronting upon
!
now
company
depot
grounds snd yard limit 100 fast wlds and
Its
grading
eitennlvs
Railway
Fe
Topeka
hliion,
Sar.ia
and
Depot
At.
Grounds. The
center of the NEW CITY and dlre'ctly upon the Santa Fe Railway
Coal
HOUSE,
Water
Chutss.
Reund
Tanks, Machine Shops, Etc,
Heuie.
EATING
1IARVET
depots,
NEVV
md
WCa
FREIGHT
Its
PASSEN
to
ssventy
aecemodate
track)
of
aids
miles
a mils long, (capacity of
70-fo- st

sts

THE

CITy OF 'BELEJVr

( 1B0, and several Isrge Mercantile Hoi.-e- s, The Belen Patent Roller Mills, capacity ISO barrels daily; winery, etc. It Is the largest shipping point for flour, wool, wheat, wine, beana. hay and fruit
in New Mexico.
From Its location upon the Great Trunk line, leading North, South. East and Went, to all points In the Unltod States and Old Mexico Its future growth as a Commercial point cannot be estimated.
good and cllmats unsurpsssed.
Belen has a 116,000 publlo schsol house,
Al! fast limited, mall, express and freight trains will pass through Belen to Chicago Kansas City, Galveston and the Padnc Coast Th water is
stors, harness shop, etc. TUB LOTS OFFERED ARB
two churches, a commercial club, three hotels, restaurants, gte. It needs right now a bakery, tailoring establishment, shoemaker, plumber, planing mill, drug
Title perfect and warranty deed
may remain on note and mortgage for sue year with Interest at sight per cent per annum.
LOW IN PRICES AND TEBMS EAST. One third of purchase money rush;
person
to
er
write
in
osJl
of
prlcea
lots
and
particulars
For further
given. COME EARLY IF TOU WISH TO SECURE TUB CHOICE LOTS.
Has a populatlsn

twe-thlr-

ds

The Belen Town and Improvement Company
JOHJ

BCJC.

Vrejldenl

WM. M.

WRGEH. Secretary

t
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U
T. Y. Maynard

Geo. W. Hickox

EXTRA SPECIAL

Hickox Mayix&rd Company

G6e

i
Ara Exclusive Representative
Co.,
The Gorham Manufacturing Co.. Sterling Silverware; The
d
China
Artistic Cut Olsss. and The W. A. Plckard
Each In Ita clans, and appropriate for Wedding Gifts. Our stock of
Diamonds "never before so complete." Tla a good time for Investment, as Diamonds are rapidly advancing In value.

We hs.ve

s
s
s

Hand-painte-

on seJe

&

large lot

esVesssseNi

plumbers

CARPET REMNANTS

321-32-

RAILROAD

3

CO.

HARDWARE

ALBUQUERQUE

TINNERS

AVENUE

New Mexico's Leading Jewelers

The Arch Front

LOett

South Second Street

ITEMSOF INTEREST

p

$

WE vniF.lt FORFG AST.
Washington, July 15 New Mexico
Showers Monday; Tusadas fair.
cloudy Momlny
Arizona Partly
showers in northern portion; Tuesdaj

(H

f

MAGDALENAS

II

M. It. Norton, of St. Louis. Is stopping :it the BtUrges,
(J. A. Frlrdentiloom arrived In the
ity from Roewell yesterday.
Fred . linnlng (f Los Lunas rime
up to Albuquerque last evening.
visit
Miss Rllsabeth Willey will
Miss Bertha Htabb in Santa Fc IhlS
week.
J. M. Harrison, of Sin Marcial,
came ui front that thriviiiK tuwn

large enough to cover a
sitting room. Ingrain,
Brussels, and Axministers, at less than actual
cost. Come in and bring measurments of your
room. We will be able to furnish you with a
nice carpet for very little money.
them just
SOME of
bed room or

FABER.
ALBERT
i
Railroad

p.

CAUSER QUAKE j

I

308-31-

Probably

y.

Enough

a

Start

to

DR. B. VI.

Several Brick Yards

3.oess-M-

aaseaooasia
WILLIAMS

-

jiJKÍm

().

BRUNSWICK

DENTIST
and wife of
Herman liashlnsky
1
A
varado
OanrKta registered at the
yesterday.
it. f. Holeomb left list nlgtit for VICTIM OF DISTURBANCE TELLS
Office on Railroad avenue, over Man-dell'BILLIARD
the north on No. X iflcr a business
between First and Second sts. POOL AND
OF TERRIFIC EARTHWAVE
visit In this city.
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The above is the "Quick Meal" Trade
Mark. If you want to see the little "Quick
Meal" chick get a quick meal, put It close
to your eyes and your nose on the cross
Look at it that way steadily for a
minute and you will see the chick make a
"Quick Meal" of the bug. People who
use a "Quick Meal" know how to cook a
meal quick and eat it in comfort. "Quick
Meal" Stoves look well, cook well, bake
well and last well. They could not be
made better at any price. Their immense
ale is due to their merits to nothing else.
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Alaska Refrigerators

Watermelons!

COAL

Blue Flame Oil Stoves

Gasoline Stoves

Cold!
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Lawn and Garden Tools

COKE
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White Mountain Freezers

I

WOOD

Wholesale Distributors: McCormick IWjwers, Rakes and Harvesting Machinery;
Birdsell Wagons; Mead Hay Presses; Winchester Rifles, Shotguns, Ammunition.

Albuquerque Cash

Grocery Company
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W.H.HW&C0
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South First Street
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North First Street

401-40- 3
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Sash, Doors, Glevssr Cement

DIAMONDS
Our priesa ara RIG ITT.
When bought right are a good Invtatmmt
We Invito you to rail and examine the beautiful diamond goods we are
offering. Also Watches, Jewelry, Silverware, ato. Mall orders receive
prompt attention.
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And Then a Home Owner.

Provide for the Future.

BEGIN NOW!

OF HOUSEHOLD GOODS

Wo onencd for Subscription .Inly 1st,
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Lamps, Carpets, Bedding, Tinware, and everything to furnish the home. It will be sold re-
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of Albuquerque

ROOM 19, GRANT RIiOCK.
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This stock consists of Furniture, Stoves, Dishes,
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Information deslred

SPEELMAN& ZEARING

furnished.

E. BELL
J.
Livery, Feed and Sale
..STABLES..

Boarding Horses a SnedaltV.
Saddle Horses.

114 W. Silver Avenue. Albnanerane.
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Sale opens June 23, 1906.
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Room 19. N. T. Armllo Rnlldlnc

Wholesale and Retail Dealer in

NEW MEXICO MEAT MARKET

Rankin & Co.

Fresh and Sill Meats

Andres Romero, Prop.

REAL ESTATE

THE WM. FARR COMPANY
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